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This sector has become a key element in our 
strategy for growth and we have allocated 
substantial resources to develop both product 
design and consumer awareness to build 
sales. This year, our talented teams have taken 
huge steps forward with caravan awnings and 
drive-away awnings for motorhomes, camper 
vans and MPVs, combining design innovation 
with inspiration drawn from our Scandinavian 
heritage and Nordic coast and shore that form 
an integral part of our lives. The result is an 
expanded portfolio of unrivalled contemporary 
versatile models that stand out from the crowd.

It is in all our interests to anticipate trends 
and opportunities which is why we have 
introduced this new catalogue dedicated 
to our outstanding awning collections that 
complement our unrivalled choice of award-
winning tents and camping equipment. Our 
market-leading position is underpinned by our 
clear identity as the premium brand delivering 

reliable home-from-home comfort. That clear 
identity is built on our ethos of 'first in the field' 
innovation, quality, function, performance, 
reliability and integrity.

Of course, we do not do this alone and I 
am always mindful of the hard work put in 
by our retail partners. To all of you and your 
talented staff I say a sincere “Thank you!” 
Your enthusiasm and commitment to Outwell® 
brand values form the frontline of our shared 
success. We have built a dynamic brand 
together that is at the heart of unforgettable 
family moments together outdoors.

We are driving consumer demand and brand 
building in this rapidly-evolving market 
through the clear communication of Outwell 
quality and performance via all channels and at 
every opportunity. We are all looking forward to 
working closely with you to continue building 
our mutual success.

HENRIK ARENS · MANAGING DIRECTOR

”  Outwell designers have excelled themselves when 
creating our superb collections of awnings for caravans 
and motorhomes. The collections are packed with 
innovation and flair inspired by our Scandinavian 
heritage and seascapes.”

TO OUTWELL® ‘18
Welcome
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Shaped by  
             the coast...

” The design of a new 
awning is a creative 
process involving 
hand-drawn sketches, 
technical drawings, the 
production of prototypes 
and thorough testing in 
order to achieve the best 
possible results.”

MADS BUSK LARSEN, R&D
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Successful integration of 
materials, features and 
colours is a demanding 

process that our developers 
relish right through to the 
attention to detail needed 

at point-of-sale.

DESIGNED IN
SCANDINAVIA

Danish-based Outwell enjoys a proud heritage that places the highest value 
on partnerships, delivers commercial success and has integrity at its heart. 

Our inspired designers build on our strong Scandinavian heritage to bring 
technical excellence and style to the functional innovations that are the 
hallmark of Outwell premium performance awnings. Finding inspiration in 
the wild beauty of our Nordic seascapes they enjoy throughout the year, 
our designers’ creativity transforms visionary concepts conceived through 
experience into our innovative caravan and drive-away awning collections 
that extend our unrivalled reputation for delivering home-from-home 
comfort on site and on tour. 

The processes explored by our sourcing team in finding the right fabrics, 
coatings, materials and components are complex and demanding as befits 
the high standards we are renowned for across the market. Working in close 
co-operation with our Research & Development department, our sales and 

I N S P I R E D  B Y  N O R D I C  S H O R E L I N E S

marketing teams offer clear feedback and professional expertise on 
product viability, market trends and opportunities to be explored in 
achieving sustained commercial success. 

Quality assurance is critical to meet the elevated expectations of 
discerning campers – no matter their unit. And this rounds off the 
challenging process of product development that begins with 
ideas and team discussions and ends with the joyful experience 
of sharing unforgettable family moments outdoors. Our in-house 
Research & Development department works closely with our 
sourcing teams located in our long-standing Far East office. 
Excellent relationships established with production facilities over 
many years are underpinned by mutual respect and rigorous 
quality control systems to maintain the integrity of our premium 
market-leading position. 

We all share the pride in our designs winning top awards across 
Europe from demanding media platforms who serve the best 
interests of their readers and recognize our mutual commitment to 
this goal. And that is seen in positive product reviews, on campsites 
and in upbeat sales. 

Our own purpose-built wind and rain testing facility in Denmark 
is designed to subject awnings to the most exacting conditions. 
Only those fabrics and designs that exceed the challenges 
survive. It’s a clear practical demonstration of the ethos that 
motivates and guides us all. 

We design and deliver the finest awnings, tents and 
camping equipment in the world and are delighted to 
have you with us on the journey. 

Nordic Design
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EXCEEDING AWNING 
EXPECTATIONS

Applied Outwell innovation

Quality Design...
Outwell caravan awnings already benefit from a wealth of our original 
market-leading elements that enhance outdoor living in comfort, safety and 
style – and our Research & Development team have been busy creating yet 
more innovative features that improve and simplify use.   

While our superlative Advanced Air Tube System with One-go Inflation technology 
makes erection a breeze, our 2018 awnings also address the universal difficulties 
experienced in adjusting an air pole's height to match pitch conditions and also 
attachment to the unit. Our innovative approach to problem solving has delivered our 
Pole-free Seal System and Height Adjustment System.

On sunny days, well-designed fronts open fully to allow the living area seamlessly 
blend with the nature that has inspired our aesthetics while Side Rain Shield provide 
water-free entry during more wet conditions. These are just some of the ways that 
Outwell work to guarantee a carefree caravanning experience.

I N N O VAT I V E  C A R AVA N  AW N I N G  D E S I G N
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HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

360 CURTAINS

To overcome the problem of levelling an 
inflatable awning on an uneven pitch, we 
have developed the Height Adjustment 
System. Up to four optional EVA foam discs 
can be inserted into a pocket located at the 
end of each tube to compensate for ground 
fall and work with the Pole-free Seal System 
to hold the awning firmly against the caravan.

From fully closed to fully open and removed, 
the front curtain zips provide a wide choice 
of positions to suit personal preference, 
balancing light in with views out and 
privacy. Half open, the curtains create an 
attractive and practical veranda effect that 
enhances the awning's overall design. 

Our designs are inspired by nature so it is logical 
that caravanners should be able to enjoy the 
outdoors no matter the weather. Our awnings 
feature removable fronts that allow the living 
space to integrate with the surroundings for the 
full outdoor experience when the sun shines. 
When closed, large tinted windows provide 
protection from the sun's glare while allowing 
great views out and maintaining privacy.

REMOVABLE FRONT

POLE-FREE SEAL SYSTEM

Our Pole-free Seal System easily and quickly provides a tight connection 
between the awning and the caravan without resorting to poles that 
can damage a caravan wall. 

An integral padded beam is held gainst the caravan wall by an adustable 
tape. This ends in a triangular fabric extension that allows the use of two 
pegs to enhance security in bad weather. Once erected and fine-tuned, 
the whole assembly is hidden from sight using an attached cover that 
blends into the awning wall. 
 
Optional EVA foam discs can be used betwen the tape and beam to 
ensure the seal around projections, like windows.  

Our Pole-free Seal 
System provides 

effective connection to 
the caravan. 

Air Tube

Discs
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Our carefull researched and developed 
innovative features ensure the enjoyment of 
outdoor living in comfort, safety and style.

SPECIAL 
FEATURES

Outwell has a long and enviable reputation for innovation and the creation 
of practical, chic design solutions based on our Scandinavian heritage. 
Our awnings for caravans and motorhomes reflect our passion for, and 
understanding of, outdoor life that provides the drive, inspiration and 
expertise to create market-leading products. Our awnings feature many of 
our 'first in the field' components that have long ensured family campers 
enjoy quality time outdoors in comfort, safety and style. Many of these are 
now considered industry standard and can be seen on many camp sites. 
However, others remain unique to Outwell, like our Wind Stabilizer System 
which has revolutionised stability in stormy conditions, firmly cementing 
our commanding position and setting us apart from the crowd.

S T Y L E  A N D  F U N C T I O N

01: Tinted windows. Our tinted windows cuts out the sun's glare and maintains privacy while allowing great views out  
02: Reflective webbing. Key guy points feature reflective webbing for positive, secure anchoring and to minimise accidents 
03: Air System Programme. Our inflatable awnings use two of the three time-proven systems that we have developed as part 
of this intensive programme to find the best method to quickly and easily errect an awning while maintaining a market-leading 
sturdy and stable support. The Advanced Air Tube System features our One-go Inflation Technology that allows the camper to 
plug the supplied high capacity manual pump, or a choice of optional electric pumps, into a single inlet valve and inflate the 
largest awnings in next to no time – no moving the pump between individual air tubes. The Rigid Air Tube System provides an 
awning frame that is physically easier to manage, with individually tubes inflated and deflated separately. 

0301

02
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04: Mesh doors. Key doors are backed by mesh panels to provide bug free ventilation when required. 05: Mud flaps. 
These extend from the bottom of the awning to protect against splash back and rain entry that might otherwise stain the 
awning material 06: Under unit storage. The draught-excluding skirt includes zip-access lockers made from mesh to allow 
ventilation while keeping out bugs – especially handy for storing wet footwear. 07: Link Access Zone. Comprises a valance 
and detachable groundsheet that ensure clean, draught-free access between a drive-away awning and a vehicle. 08: Roof 
linings. These provide the perfect finish to an awning by hiding the air tubes behind a fabric panel that is easy to clip into place 
and comes in two designs – one for each range. Roof linings also provide an insulating layer of dead air between the living 
space and roof. 09: Outwell Easy Pegging and Wind Stabilizer Systems. Easy pitching and all-weather stability are key 
elements to our awning designs and our pole drive-away awnings benefit from unique Outwell systems developed to address 
this important area. 

0605
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Each year we deliver groundbreaking innovations for 
the benefit of discerning campers, caravanners and 
motorhome owners. It’s an excellent record and we’re 
proud of the rigorous way in which our designers 
approach each challenge to bring a huge amount of 
original style and practical detail to the market. 

Each awning is a careful blend of imagination, inspiration, 
style, technical innovation, features, fabrics and components. 
Each has a big story behind the headline and that story is 
best delivered in a visual way, enabling fast overviews and 
clear cross-comparisons. We use icons to quickly provide 
clear, no-fuss identification that is easily communicated in 
store and online. These simple, effective symbols sum up 
complex product solutions in line with our straightforward 
approach to business.

AWNING 
ICONS

The big story told 
through icons

RIGID AIR SYSTEM 
Features individual tubes 
that are inflated and 
deflated separately via easy 
access external valves.

TOGGLE-UP CURTAIN 
Well-placed toggle fittings 
allow flexibility of choice 
between views out and night-
time privacy.

ONE-GO INFLATION 
Super fast inflation via 
a single air inlet valve 
through the inter-
connected air tubes.

ADVANCED AIR TUBE SYSTEM 
Inter-connected air tube 
frame with one inflation valve, 
featuring isolation valves, and 
one full horizontal tube along 
the roof.

DRY ZIP SYSTEM 
A simple, effective panel 
over the length of the whole 
zip to protect against bad 
weather penetration.

LINK ACCESS ZONE  
Valance and detachable 
groundsheet supply 
clean, draughtfree access 
between a drive-away 
awning and a vehicle.

POWER STABILITY SYSTEM 
Our exclusive system of 
inter-connecting steel poles 
ensures the sturdiest of 
tent structures.

EASY PEGGING SYSTEM 
Three styles of colour 
co-ordinated pegs ensure 
easy, effective pitching 
without confusion.

AERODYNAMIC STORM
PROTECTION, FORCE 9 
The aerodynamic shape of 
the tent ensures stability. 
Wind tested against the 
Beaufort scale to strong 
gale, Force 9.

CARRYBAG 
Bag with straps for 
carrying the packed 
tent short distances.

OUTTEX® 3000 
Exclusive Outwell 
flysheet fabric with 
a reliable 3,000 mm 
hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating.

OUTTEX® 3000 HD 
A special process creates 
our ultra-rugged High 
Density weave for 
superior performance 
and looks.

OUTTEX® 4000 
Exclusive Outwell 
flysheet fabric with 
an effective 4,000 
mm hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating.

OUTTEX® 6000 HD  
A special process creates 
our ultra-rugged High 
Density weave for superior 
performance and looks.

FIRE RETARDANT 
Material treated this 
way meets all the latest 
regulations regarding 
tent fabric safety.

WAVE-SHAPED HANGING 
POINT SYSTEM 
Attractive solution to reduce 
the stress placed on inner 
tent seams.

CABLE ENTRY POINT 
A securely zipped port 
allows a mains lead to be 
run into the tent safely.

TAPED SEAMS 
Extra protection across 
all seams, the tape 
ensures no chance of 
any water ingress.

TINTED WINDOWS 
Windows with a tinted 
coating that protects against 
the sun’s glare and provides 
privacy while maintaining 
great views out.

DURATEC POLES 
Exceptional strength and 
rigidity achieved using our 
own glassfibre-based blend 
of materials.

TWINNED POLES 
- STEEL/AIR  
A mix of air tubes and steel 
poles for a sturdy and flexible 
tent structure.

POLE-FREE SEALING SYSTEM 
Pole-less design creates a 
tight seal between awning 
and caravan that reduces risk 
of damage.

REFLECTIVE 
WEBBINGS  
Creates secure 
anchoring while 
minimising trip hazard.

HEIGTH ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM 
Spacer discs inserted into the 
tube pocket compensates 
for uneven ground for 
level erection.

PUMP INCLUDED 
Supplied with all our Air Tube 
technology tents, our easy to 
attach, highly efficient manual 
one-way high capacity air 
pump makes short work of 
inflating our inflable tents.

WIND STABILIZER 
SYSTEM, FORCE 8 
The key innovation in 
maintaining overall tent 
stability; wind tested against 
the Beaufort scale to fresh 
gale Force 8.

WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM, 
FORCE 9 
The key innovation in 
maintaining overall tent 
stability; wind tested against 
the Beaufort scale to strong 
gale Force 9.

GUYLINE RETAINER SYSTEM 
Simple, effective and inspired, 
this feature ensures guylines 
can avoid tangling when 
packing away or when not 
needed on site.

SEALED GROUND SYSTEM 
Our own specially developed 
method of sealing the 
groundsheet to the flysheet.

REMOVABLE FRONT 
AND SIDES 
Opens occupants to the full 
outdoor experience while 
providing overhead cover.

STORM GUYLINE 
Strong heavy duty tape 
creates a super secure 
guyline for tent extension 
stability in high winds.

ZIP-UP CURTAIN 
With zip opening and closure, 
it gives full flexibility of choice 
between total privacy, letting 
in some daylight or enjoying 
the views.
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NORDIC SHORE

Innovation and subtle style combine in fresh roomy Amber. Tide and Ripple awning designs inspired by Nordic shores, with Smart Air 
inflatable technology offering a three metre depth of versatile extra living space for discerning caravan owners. Pole-free connection to 
units and new Side Rain Shield entry add convenience whilst the Amber has a deep front canopy supported by an adjustable steel pole, 
with tinted panels in the side walls, extends shade and shelter. Their specially-treated, embossed Outtex® 6000 HD durable fabric has a 
dense weave for a look similar to canvas whilst retaining a soft handle. Fabric technology is matched by market-leading Outwell One-go 
Inflation Technology. The result is well-crafted designs easily pitched and attached for stable shelter from the elements without fuss 
that adds new dimensions of comfort to caravan living. Our attention to detail includes zip-off panels to enjoy fine weather and storm 
webbing to cope with the worst.

• Outwell Advanced Air Tube System 

• Outtex® 6000 HD fabric 

• Pole-free Seal System

• Storm guylines

• Large fully-opening front window panels

Shaped by the air...
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SMART AIR AWNINGS - NORDIC SHORE
Inspired by the nordic shores, the stunning style 
combined with careful attention to detail can be 
seen throughout the feature-packed Outwell Nordic 
Shore Collection add generous space and versatility 
to any caravan. Each awning is supplied with its own 
tailored carrybag.

Tide 380SA

03

07
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02

05

01

04

09

08

Nordic Shore
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SIDE RAIN SHIELD
Two wings project out of the roof 
panel above the side doors to 
help prevent rain and water run-
off entering the awning. The Side 
Rain Shield support is provided 
by the beading running through 
the caravan rail. 

SMART AIR AWNINGS - NORDIC SHORE FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Continental Carpet
• Fleece Carpet
• Inlayzzz

Page 34

HEIGTH ADJUSTMENT 
DISCS AND SEALING 
BLOCKS FOR 
CARAVAN AWNINGS

Page 106

ROOF LINING

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07
ADVANCED AIR 
TUBE SYSTEM 
As a key element of our Air 
System technology, this offers 
one easily inflated frame of 
interconnected tubes with 
isolation valves that help 
maintain structural stability and 
frame integrity in the unlikely 
case of tube damage.

OUTWELL ONE-GO 
INFLATION TECHNOLOGY 
Outwell One-go Inflation 
Technology is an inspired 
innovation that allows campers 
to plug a super-efficient pump 
into a single inlet valve and 
inflate the largest of tents in a 
minute – plug in, pump and go! 

OUTTEX® 6000 HD FABRIC
Our special Taslon polyester out 
performs standard polyesters 
used in caravan awnings and 
maintains great looks and 
performance throughout its life.

360 CURTAINS 
The front windows of the Amber, 
Tide and Ripple caravan awnings 
feature 360 Curtains with an 
attractive seaweed pattern that 
can be used in numerous ways to 
control light, views and privacy, 
including closed, part open in 
‘Veranda’ position, fully open or 
zipped off thanks to two-way zips. 

REMOVABLE FRONT
Our removable fronts allow 
the living space to integrate 
with the surroundings for the 
full outdoor experience. When 
closed, large tinted windows 
protect from the sun’s glare 
while allowing great views out 
and maintaining privacy. 

MESH DOORS
Allowing fresh air to flow 
through as required, the 
insect-proof mesh makes sure 
that irritating biting visitors are 
excluded. The mesh door can 
be opened in various ways, 
including part opened to match 
the side door or fully opened 
and removed for the full-on 
outdoor experience.

POLE-FREE SEAL SYSTEM
Our Pole-free Seal System easily 
and quickly provides a tight 
connection between the awning 
and the caravan without resorting 
to poles that can damage a 
caravan wall. An integral padded 
beam is held gainst the caravan 
by an adustable tape that is 
pegged out and tensioned. 

REFLECTIVE WEBBINGS
Key guy points feature 
reflective webbing for positive, 
secure anchoring and to 
minimise accidents.

Outtex® 6000 
High Density

Taped Seams Outwell 
Advanced Air 
Tube System

One-Go 
Inflation

Tinted 
Windows

Removable 
Front and 

Sides

Reflective 
Webbings

Pole-free 
Sealing 
System

Heigth 
Adjustment 

System

Carrybag Air pump 
included
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Nordic Shore
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The Outwell Amber 300SA caravan awning delivers cool 
style that is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment 
with Outwell Smart Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes 
complementing the appeal and weather-beating performance 
of our embossed beige Outtex® 6000 HD. A distinctive deep 
front canopy offers extra shade and shelter to its generous 
three metre depth with panel, door, curtain and mesh opening 
options for flexible interaction with the outdoors.

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun supported by a 
steel pole in zip-in sleeve

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected air tubes with One-Go 
Inflation Technology for fast, uncomplicated pitching through just 
one valve

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning against a 
caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and floor 

space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an open 
outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh screen 
backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy options: zipped 
closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled away to one side

FEATURES

AMBER 300SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110874
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  360 cm (240 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 37 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Steel poles 19/22 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170587 Fleece Carpet / 170574 Continental Carpet Amber 300SA / 
170614 Footprint Amber 300SA / 110799 Roof Lining Amber 300SA

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed



Nordic Shore
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The Outwell Amber 350SA caravan awning delivers cool 
style that is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment 
with Outwell Smart Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes 
complementing the appeal and weather-beating performance 
of our embossed beige Outtex® 6000 HD. A distinctive deep 
front canopy offers extra shade and shelter to its generous 
three metre depth with panel, door, curtain and mesh opening 
options for flexible interaction with the outdoors.

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun supported by a 
steel pole in zip-in sleeve

• Advanced Air Tube System of interconnected air tubes with 
One-Go Inflation Technology for fast, uncomplicated pitching 
through just one valve

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning against 
a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and floor 

space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening choices 

including the option of removing it completely for an open outlook
• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 

screen backing
• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy options: 

zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled away to 
one side

FEATURES

AMBER 350SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110821
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  410 cm (290 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 50 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 39 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Steel poles 19/22 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170586 Fleece Carpet / 170573 Continental Carpet Amber 350SA / 
170613 Footprint Amber 350SA / 110798 Roof Lining Amber 350SA

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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The Outwell Tide 320SA caravan awning delivers cool style that 
is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment. Outwell Smart 
Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes complements the appeal 
and weather-beating performance of our grey and embossed 
blue Outtex® 6000 HD. Its generous three metre depth with 
panel, door, curtain and mesh opening options offers a 
spacious feel with plenty of headroom, plus flexible interaction 
with the outdoors whilst the Side Rain Shield entrance is 
welcome in wet weather.

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

FEATURES

TIDE 320SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110830
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  380 cm (260 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 27.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170609 Fleece Carpet / 170579 Continental Carpet Tide 320SA / 170637 Footprint Tide 320SA /  
110804 Roof Lining Tide 320SA /110827 Nordic Shore Partition Wall R / 110826 Nordic Shore Partition Wall L

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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The Outwell Tide 380SA caravan awning delivers cool style that 
is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment. Outwell Smart 
Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes complements the appeal 
and weather-beating performance of our grey and embossed 
blue Outtex® 6000 HD. Its generous three meter depth with 
panel, door, curtain and mesh opening options offers flexible 
interaction with the outdoors whilst the Side Rain Shield side 
entrance is welcome in wet weather.

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

FEATURES

TIDE 380SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110831
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  440 cm (320 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 29 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170610 Fleece Carpet / 170580 Continental Carpet Tide 380SA / 170638 Footprint Tide 380SA /  
110805 Roof Lining Tide 380SA /110827 Nordic Shore Partition Wall R / 110826 Nordic Shore Partition Wall L

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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The Outwell Tide 440SA caravan awning delivers cool style that 
is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment. Outwell Smart 
Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes complements the appeal 
and weather-beating performance of our grey and embossed 
blue Outtex® 6000 HD. Its generous three meter depth with 
panel, door, curtain and mesh opening options offers flexible 
interaction with the outdoors whilst the Side Rain Shield side 
entrance is welcome in wet weather.

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• The fabric Draught Skirt panel ensures draught protection 
between the underside of the caravan and the ground 

FEATURES

TIDE 440SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110832
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  500 cm (380 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 50 x 50 x 100 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 32.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170611 Fleece Carpet / 170581 Continental Carpet Tide 440SA / 170639 Footprint Tide 440SA /  
110806 Roof Lining Tide 440SA /110827 Nordic Shore Partition Wall R / 110826 Nordic Shore Partition Wall L

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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The Outwell Tide 500SA caravan awning delivers cool style that 
is quick and easy to pitch for secure attachment. Outwell Smart 
Air inflation of pre-shaped air tubes complements the appeal 
and weather-beating performance of our grey and embossed 
blue Outtex® 6000 HD. Its generous three metre depth with 
panel, door, curtain and mesh opening options offers flexible 
interaction with the outdoors whilst the Side Rain Shield side 
entrance is welcome in wet weather.

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• The fabric Draught Skirt panel ensures draught protection 
between the underside of the caravan and the ground 

FEATURES

TIDE 500SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110833
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  560 cm (440 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 50 x 50 x 100 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 34 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170612 Fleece Carpet / 170582 Continental Carpet Tide 500SA / 170640 Footprint Tide 500SA /  
110807 Roof Lining Tide 500SA /110827 Nordic Shore Partition Wall R / 110826 Nordic Shore Partition Wall L

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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Innovation and bright style combine in the brand new Ripple 
awning that use fuss-free Smart Air inflatable technology and 
offer a 2.5 m metre depth of versatile extra living space. These 
appeal to discerning caravanners looking for a slightly smaller 
awning yet appreciate ease of use and superlative materials, 
like our Outtex® 6000 HD embossed Taslon fabric, and features 
like the innovative Pole-free Seal System that provides a tight, 
safe connection to the caravan. 

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

FEATURES

RIPPLE 320SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110843
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  380 cm (260 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 40 x 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 26.0 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170652 Fleece Carpet / 170650 Continental Carpet Ripple 320SA / 
170654 Footprint Ripple 320SA / 110849 Roof Lining Ripple 320SA

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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Innovation and bright style combine in the brand new Ripple 
awning that use fuss-free Smart Air inflatable technology and 
offer a 2.5 m metre depth of versatile extra living space. These 
appeal to discerning caravan owners looking for a slightly 
smaller awning yet appreciate ease of use and superlative 
materials, like our Outtex® 6000 HD embossed Taslon fabric, 
and features like the innovative Pole-free Seal System that 
provides a tight, safe connection to the caravan. 

• Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 
performance

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds an awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Pre-angled air tubes deliver excellent standing height and 

floor space
• The Draught Skirt seals off the bottom of the caravan. Features 

handy storage lockers in mesh.
• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 

choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Two large side panels with doors and full insect-proof mesh 
screen backing

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

FEATURES

RIPPLE 380SA

Art. No.: ...................................... 110846
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  440 cm (320 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 40 x 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 27.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170653 Fleece Carpet / 170651 Continental Carpet Ripple 380SA / 
170655 Footprint Ripple 380SA / 110852 Roof Lining Ripple 380SA

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Background Colour Pattern Colour

Curtain pattern:  
Seaweed
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110824
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning Annexe
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 25 x 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 9 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Pieces per carton: ............... 2

Caravanners can increase the versatility of their Amber and Tide 
awnings by using a zip-on Nordic Shore Annexe Air to extend 
side entry and create a deep, enclosed side porch entrance that’s 
perfect for storing wet gear or acting as extra living space. With 
materials, colours and trim continuing the main awning theme, 
the matching large tinted windows and 360 Curtain offer sun 
protection while balancing privacy with great views out.

• Fits all Amber & Tide awnings
• Versatile practical access is ensured by a deep doorway that 

acts as an entrance hall, outdoor gear storage area, extra living
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

• 360 Curtain with seaweed pattern offers flexible privacy 
options: zipped closed, open part way diagonally or fully rolled 
away to one side

• Large tinted windows flood the inside with light, whilst 
reducing the sun’s heat and glare

• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 
freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NORDIC SHORE 
ANNEXE AIR
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110825
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning Annexe
Sleeps: ....................................... 4
Rooms: ....................................... 1 bedroom
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 HD (300D 176T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ................................ Breathable 100% Polyester
Pack size:  ................................. 25 x 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 10.5 kg
Poles: ........................................... Steel pole 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 2

Caravanners can increase the versatility of their Amber and 
Tide awnings by using a zip-on Nordic Shore Annexe Sleep 
to add a handy side bedroom - perfect for larger families or 
for guest accommodation. With materials, colours and trim 
continuing the main awning theme, the annexe includes our 
Rear Ventillation System for enhanced air flow and temperature 
control while maintaining the awnings good looks.  

• Fits all Amber & Tide awnings
• Versatile use – handy for storage or set up the inner for an 

extra bedroom
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 
base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

NORDIC SHORE 
ANNEXE SLEEP



Amber 300SA Amber 350SA
110874 110821

Caravan Awning Caravan Awning

1 living room 1 living room

45 x 45 x 90 cm 45 x 50 x 90 cm

37 kg 39 kg

14 15

Nordic Shore
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NORDIC SHORE OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Tide 320SA Tide 380SA Tide 440SA Tide 500SA
110830 110831 110832 110833

Caravan Awning Caravan Awning Caravan Awning Caravan Awning

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

45 x 45 x 90 cm 45 x 45 x 90 cm 50 x 50 x 100 cm 50 x 50 x 100 cm

27.5 kg 29 kg 32.5 kg 34 kg

16 17 18 19

Ripple 320SA Ripple 380SA
110843 110846

Caravan Awning Caravan Awning

1 living room 1 living room

40 x 45 x 90 cm 40 x 45 x 90 cm

26.0 kg 27.5 kg

20 21

Nordic Shore Annexe Air Nordic Shore Annexe Sleep
110824 110825

Caravan Awning Annexe Caravan Awning Annexe

- 4 

1 living room 1 bedroom

25 x 30 x 70 cm 25 x 30 x 70 cm

9 kg 10.5 kg

22 23

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page



NORDIC COAST

Inspired by images of the Nordic coast that are so much a part of our Scandinavian heritage, innovation and cool style come together in the 
fresh designs of the Outwell Nordic Coast range of caravan awnings. All offer Rigid Air System plus fast-foot attachment of cross braces offering 
a deep 2.5 metre depth of versatile extra living space for discerning caravan owners. Durable Outtex® 3000 HD embossed Taslon fabric has a 
smart appearance with weather-beating performance and benefits from taped seams. Its subtle colour combination with embossed grey fabric 
maintains the Outwell style signature. Fabric technology is matched by our Rigid Air System with pre-shaped air tubes plus pole-free connection 
to units. These appealing designs are easily pitched and attached for stable shelter without fuss that adds extra dimensions of comfort to caravan 
living. Sailboat-inspired window shapes are backed by curtains with a discreet sand ripple pattern to evoke a feeling of freedom. Our attention to 
detail includes new Side Rain Shield entry, zip-off panels to enjoy fine weather and storm guylines to cope with the worst.

Reflection of coastal life...

• Outwell Rigid Air System 

•  Outtex® 3000 HD fabric 

•  Storm guylines

•  Tinted windows 

•  Zip-off walls
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AIR AWNINGS - NORDIC COAST
Inspired innovation and stunning style combined with 
careful attention to detail can be seen throughout 
the feature-packed Outwell Pebble range that adds 
generous space and versatility to any caravan. Each 
awning is supplied with its own tailored carrybag.

Pebble 300A

06

0205

01

03
04

09

08

07

Nordic Coast
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SIDE RAIN SHIELD
Two wings project out of the roof 
panel above the side doors to 
help prevent rain and water run-
off entering the awning. The Side 
Rain Shield support is provided 
by the beading running through 
the caravan rail. 

PVC MUDFLAPS
These extend from the bottom 
of the awning to protect against 
splash back and rain entry 
that might otherwise stain the 
awning material.

POLE-FREE SEAL SYSTEM
Our Pole-free Seal System easily 
and quickly provides a tight 
connection between the awning 
and the caravan without resorting 
to poles that can damage a 
caravan wall. An integral padded 
beam is held gainst the caravan 
by an adustable tape that is 
pegged out and tensioned. 

REFLECTIVE WEBBINGS
Key guy points feature 
reflective webbing for positive, 
secure anchoring and to 
minimise accidents.

REMOVABLE FRONT
Our removable fronts allow 
the living space to integrate 
with the surroundings for the 
full outdoor experience. When 
closed, large tinted windows 
protect from the sun’s glare 
while allowing great views out 
and maintaining privacy. 

AIR AWNINGS - NORDIC COAST FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07
RIGID AIR TECHNOLOGY
The Rigid Air System features 
individual tubes that are inflated 
and deflated separately through 
external valves for easy access.

OUTTEX® 3000 HD FABRIC 
This high density woven 
fabric is created using a 
special air textured yarn and is 
distinguished from standard 
spun polyesters by its excellent 
performance, resistance to wear, 
handle and looks. 

ZIP TO SIDE CURTAINS 
Pebble curtains have an attractive 
sand ripple pattern. Zip open 
and roll back to the centre beam 
where they are locked in place. 

Outtex® 3000 
High Density

Taped Seams Twinned 
Poles Steel Air

Outwell Rigid 
Air System

Tinted 
Windows

Removable 
Front and 

Sides

Reflective 
Webbings

Pole-free 
Sealing 
System

Heigth 
Adjustment 

System

Carrybag Air pump 
included

CARPETS

• Continental Carpet
• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

Page 34

ROOF LINING

02
HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
This high pressure, high 
capacity, single-stroke manual 
pump with manometer includes 
a number of adaptors and is 
perfect for use with inflatable 
tents, awnings etc. 60 cm high 
for optimum comfort. 

HEIGTH ADJUSTMENT 
DISCS AND SEALING 
BLOCKS FOR 
CARAVAN AWNINGS

Page 106
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110835
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  360 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 HD (300D 132T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 40 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 23.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ........................................... Steel pole 16/19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170599 Fleece Carpet / 170576 Continental Carpet Pebble 300A / 
170627 Footprint / 110801 Roof Lining Pebble 300A / 110873 Pebble mesh Panel

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Nordic Coast
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Quick and easy to pitch with Outwell Rigid Air System of 
pre-shaped air tubes complementing the cool appeal and 
weather-beating performance of our embossed grey Outtex® 
3000 HD fabric, the smart Pebble 300A caravan awning offers 
secure attachment of versatile extra space with panel, door 
and mesh opening options plus Side Rain Shield entrance.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with pump supplied

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds the awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 
choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• All curtains have an attractive sand ripple pattern and zip to 

one side for a flexible choice between total privacy, controlling 
light levels or fully enjoying views out

FEATURES

PEBBLE 300A

Curtain pattern:  
Sand ripple 
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Quick and easy to pitch with Outwell Rigid Air System of 
pre-shaped air tubes complementing the cool appeal and 
weather-beating performance of our embossed grey Outtex® 
3000 HD fabric, the smart Pebble 360A caravan awning offers 
secure attachment of versatile extra space with panel, door and 
mesh opening options plus safe Side Rain Shield entrance.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with pump supplied

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds the awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 
choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• All curtains have an attractive sand ripple pattern and zip 
to one side for a flexible choice be-tween total privacy, 
controlling light levels or fully enjoying views out

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

• Pre-shaped air tube profile ensures excellent standing height 
and maximises living space 

FEATURES

PEBBLE 360A

Art. No.: ...................................... 110836
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  420 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 HD (300D 132T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 42 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 25 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ........................................... Steel pole 16/19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170600 Fleece Carpet / 170577 Continental Carpet Pebble 360A / 
170628 Footprint / 110802 Roof Lining Pebble 360A/ 110873 Pebble mesh Panel

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Curtain pattern:  
Sand ripple 
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Quick and easy to pitch with Outwell Rigid Air System of 
pre-shaped air tubes complementing the cool appeal and 
weather-beating performance of our embossed grey Outtex® 
3000 HD fabric, the smart Pebble 420A caravan awning offers 
secure attachment of versatile extra space with panel, door and 
mesh opening options plus Side Rain Shield entrance.

• Rigid Air System of separate, pre-shaped inflatable air tubes for 
ample headroom and easy access external valves for inflation 
with pump supplied

• Pole-free Seal System tightly and safely holds the awning 
against a caravan

• Height Adjustment System assists level the awning
• Side Rain Shield provides enhanced easy-to-use side door 

protection from water ingress
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Four zip-pulls on the awning front wall offer flexible opening 
choices including the option of removing it completely for an 
open outlook

• All curtains have an attractive sand ripple pattern and zip 
to one side for a flexible choice be-tween total privacy, 
controlling light levels or fully enjoying views out

• A fabric panel ensures draught protection between the 
underside of the caravan and the ground

• Pre-shaped air tube profile ensures excellent standing height 
and maximises living space 

FEATURES

PEBBLE 420A

Art. No.: ...................................... 110837
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 255 cm
Roof connection length:  480 cm (360 cm)
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 HD (300D 132T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 28.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ........................................... Steel pole 16/19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170601 Fleece Carpet / 170578 Continental Carpet Pebble 420A / 
170629 Footprint / 110803 Roof Lining Pebble 420A / 110873 Pebble mesh Panel

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Curtain pattern:  
Sand ripple 
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Caravanners can increase the versatility of their Pebble 
awnings by using a zip-on Nordic Coast Annexe Sleep to 
add a handy side bedroom - perfect for larger families or 
for guest accommodation. With materials, colours and trim 
continuing the main awning theme, the annexe includes our 
Rear Ventillation System for enhanced air flow and temperature 
control while maintaining the awnings good looks. 

• Fits all Outwell Nordic Coast awnings
• Versatile use – handy for storage or set up the inner for an 

extra bedroom
• Tough, easy to clean PVC mud walls and mud flaps around the 

base of each awning protect the fabric from staining by rain-
driven soil and abrasion from gravel

• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from wind 
and rain

• Outwell Rear Ventilation System offers flexible options for 
regulating internal temperature and fresh air flow

• Cable entry to inner

FEATURES

NORDIC COAST 
ANNEXE SLEEP

Art. No.: ...................................... 110834
Type of tent: ........................... Caravan Awning Annexe
Sleeps: ....................................... 3
Rooms: ....................................... 1 bedroom
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 HD (300D 132T 100% 

polyester) with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% Polyethylene 

10.000 hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ................................ Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size:  ................................. 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 10.8 kg
Poles: ........................................... Steel pole 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 2

SPECIFICATIONS
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NORDIC COAST OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Sleeps

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Pebble 300A Pebble 360A Pebble 420A
110835 110836 110837

Caravan Awning Caravan Awning Caravan Awning

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

40 x 80 cm 42 x 80 cm 45 x 80 cm

23.5 kg 25 kg 28.5 kg

28 29 30

Nordic Coast Annexe Sleep
110834

Caravan Awning Annexe

3

1 bedroom

30 x 70 cm

10.8 kg

31
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The versatile Sailshade extends an awning’s living 
space into the outdoors by directly connecting to the 
awning front using buckles, reflective webbings and 
two poles – telescopic for convenient storage and 
adjustment to compensate for ground conditions. 
Beading along the rear edge allows the Sailshade to be 
connected directly to the motorhome, van or caravan.

Sailshade M

Art. No.: .................................... 110829 (M) 
110828 (L)

M-size fitting: ....................... 110830 Tide 320SA  
110835 Pebble 300A 
110836 Pebble 360A 
110843 Ripple 320SA

L-size fitting: ......................... 110831 Tide 380SA 
110832 Tide 440SA 
110837 Pebble 420A 
110846 Ripple 380SA 

Type of tent: ......................... Canopy
Bead thickness:  ................. 7 mm
Roof connection length:   220 cm (M) 300 cm (L)
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first - On caravan / Motorhome or 

attached to front of caravan awning
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 4000 (150D 100% polyester 

taffeta) with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 15 x 50 cm (M) / 16 x 50 cm (L)
Weight:  ................................... 3 kg (M) / 3.5 kg (L)
Poles: ......................................... Steel pole 16/19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Universal sailshade for motorhomes, vans and caravans
• Creates a nice shady space on the side of the vehicle
• Quick release buckles for front-mounted Sailshade
• 7 mm beading for direct attachment to unit
• 18 mm reflective webbings

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

SAILSHADE
M AND L

Sailshade L

Nordic Shore
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Outwell has produced optional extras for many years – all designed to improve life outdoors and many becoming essentials for 
those in the know. Such products include carpets, colour-coordinated and tailored to fit individual awnings and that offer new 
levels of comfort with extra insulation and a touch of luxury on site. Our new Continental Carpets offer a tough, easy-to-maintain 
floor covering that’s soft underfoot – perfect for awnings. Our Pebble Mesh Panel sets and Tide Partition Walls are further 
examples of Outwell ingenuity in action for 2018.

CARPETS & OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Outwell Continental Carpets deliver a hard-wearing, easy-to-maintain 
finish that’s soft underfoot. The woven plastic features a unique fresh 
design each side to match mood and décor. The reinforced edge has 
tape loops for convenient pegging out – perfect for use with awnings.

Material: .......100% PP, soft plastic

Connected to the air tubes of three 
section awnings by a simple, reliable 
toggle-in system, Tide Partition Walls 
allow easy separation of interior zones as 
changing rooms, for extra sleeping areas 
or storage space. Supported against 
the caravan wall by an adjustable steel 
pole and foam padding, each partition 
has a zipped door, tinted PVC window 
with zipped curtain, mudflaps and 
pegging points.

Allowing fresh air to flow through as 
required, the insect-proof mesh panel 
set for Pebble awnings makes sure that 
irritating biting visitors are excluded. The 
mesh door can be opened in various ways, 
including part opened to match the side 
door or fully opened and removed for the 
full-on outdoor experience. 

CONTINENTAL CARPETS

PARTITION WALL FOR TIDE AWNINGS

MESH PANEL SET FOR PEBBLE AWNINGS
•  Breathable, reversible carpet 
• Reversible
•  Soft, cushioned feel against 

feet
• Durable material
• Easy to clean
• Pegging points

Our optional Inlayzzz mats offer underfoot bedroom comfort  
– supplied in three different sizes to suit use.

Art. No.: .........170507: 120 x 200 cm / 170508: 140 x 200 cm 
170509: 160 x 200 cm

Material:  ...... Fleece surface with 7 mm PE insulated backing

INLAYZZZ
• Super soft feel
• Acts as bedroom rug
• Supplied in carry bag
• Easy to fold for packing
• PE insulated backing

Delivering camping solutions is integral to Outwell so we have fleece 
carpet custom-made to fit each tent’s living area and available as an 
optional extra.

Material: .......Front: Fleece, Back: 100% polyester PVC

FLEECE CARPETS
• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Integral packing sleeve
• PVC protective backing 
• Soft fleece surface

These distinctive, popular Outwell tent carpets in a soft yet durable lylex 
fabric are custom-made to fit each tent’s living area and are available as 
an optional extra.

Material: .......Front: Lylex 100% polyester, Back: 100% polyester PVC

FLAT WOVEN CARPETS
• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Small packed size 
• PVC protective backing
• Integral packing sleeve



SMART AIR TOURING

Offering flexible extra space for couples and families touring with camper vans and MPVs, the new Outwell Smart Air Touring Collection 
of inflatable drive-away awnings can be left freestanding to secure a site pitch on days out. Packed with innovation, comfort with style in 
these tunnel designs is assured by the signature style of our Charcoal Grey embossed Outtex® 6000 fabric, luminous piping and guylines 
plus large tinted windows. Combined with our outstanding integrated Advanced Air Tube System with Outwell One-go Inflation 
Technology, the close fit and verandah-style front aspect options extend reliable performance. The Outwell Link Access Zone, now with 
twin side doors, ensures a neat full-length, fuss-free connection with vehicles, cutting out draughts and complementing the Outwell 
Sealed Ground System. 

Luxury accommodation

• Outwell Advanced Air Tube system

•  Front canopy protects a large vent 

•  Outwell Link Access Zone System

•  Outwell Easy Pegging System

•  For vehicles with height of 180 cm - 205 cm 
(Tall 290 cm)
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SMART AIR TOURING
Extending versatile campsite comfort, our inspired 
innovation, flexible designs, smart colourways plus a full 
catalogue of unique features ensure the updated Smart 
Air Touring Collection will maintain its well-deserved 
popularity with discerning motor campers.

Scenic Road 300SA

INFLATABLE
DRIVE-AWAY

AWNINGS
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OUTWELL LINK ACCESS 
ZONE SYSTEM WITH 
SIDE DOORS 
Unobstructed full-open rear for 
quick and easy access to the 
vehicle, with Outwell Link Access 
Zone System valance that closes 
the gap between the vehicle to 
keep out draughts.

ISOLATION VALVES 
Anticipating the unlikely is 
a key element in product 
development so our isolation 
valves ensure frame integrity in 
the event of the durable, resilient 
inflatable tube being accidently 
or maliciously damaged.

FULL MESH FRONT 
Allowing fresh air to flow 
through as required, the 
insect-proof mesh makes  
sure that irritating biting 
visitors are excluded.

OUTWELL SEALED 
GROUND SYSTEM 
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of 
a tent and is an early example 
of Outwell camping solutions. 
When the groundsheet is 
an integral part of the tent it 
ensures all-weather protection 
from the ground upwards.

OUTWELL ONE-GO 
INFLATION TECHNOLOGY 
Outwell One-go Inflation 
Technology is an inspired 
innovation that allows campers 
to plug a super-efficient pump 
into a single inlet valve and 
inflate the largest of tents in a 
minute – plug in, pump and go! 

OUTTEX® 6000 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

ROLL UP CANOPY SIDES
Canopy sides roll and toggle 
back to provide views while 
maintaining overhead shade.

ADVANCED AIR 
TUBE SYSTEM 
Our air tube tent support
construction innovation has had 
a huge effect on the camping 
market. As a key element of our 
Air System technology, this offers 
one frame of interconnected 
tubes with isolation valves that 
help maintain structural stability.

SMART AIR TOURING FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

INNER

Scenic Road 250SA, 
Scenic Road 250SA Tall, 
Scenic Road 300SA

CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz
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FOOTPRINT

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

Outtex® 6000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System Aerodynamic 
Storm 

Protection 9

Link Access 
Zone System

Outwell 
Advanced Air 
Tube System

One-Go 
Inflation

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Zip-up 
Curtain

Tinted 
Windows

Dry Zip Outwell Easy 
Pegging 
System

Carrybag Air pump 
included
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110808
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 40 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 23 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ........................................... Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170606 Fleece Carpet / 170634 Footprint

Offering a compact two metre depth of extra living space for 
touring campers, the Outwell Scenic Road 200SA drive-away 
awning has tunnel tent style with a large front canopy for 
extra shelter, large tinted windows, zip-up curtains and Rain 
Safe Vent for fresh air. Outwell innovation and design flair work 
together in Smart Air technology for outstanding performance.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Front canopy with toggle up sides provides shelter from rain 

and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 200SA
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110809
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 25.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System 

frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170607 Fleece Carpet / 170635 Footprint / 110841 Inner Scenic Road 250SA

Offering a 2.5 metre depth of extra living space for touring 
campers, the Outwell Scenic Road 250SA drive-away awning 
is a medium-sized tunnel tent style with a large front canopy 
for extra shelter, large tinted windows, zip-up curtains 
and Rain Safe Vent adjustable airflow. Outwell innovation 
and design flair work together in Smart Air technology for 
outstanding performance.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Front canopy with toggle up sides provides shelter from rain 

and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 250SA
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110810
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 290 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 26 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System  

frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170607 Fleece Carpet / 170635 Footprint / 110841 Inner Scenic Road 250SA

Offering a 2.5 metre depth of extra living space for touring 
campers, the Outwell Scenic Road 250SA Tall drive-away 
awning is a medium-sized tunnel tent style with a large front 
canopy for extra shelter, large tinted windows, zip-up curtains 
and Rain Safe Vent adjustable airflow. Outwell innovation 
in Smart Air technology delivers top performance with an 
attachment height of 240 - 290 cm for taller vehicles.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 240 cm - 290 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Front canopy with toggle up sides provides shelter from rain 

and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 250SA TALL
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110811
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 90 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 27.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Integrated Advanced Air Tube System  

frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170608 Fleece Carpet / 170636 Footprint / 110842 Inner Scenic Road 300SA

With Smart Air inflatable technology and ideal for touring, the 
large, feature-packed Outwell Scenic Road 300SA drive-away 
awning has tunnel tent style, offering a three metre depth, 
with large tinted windows, Rain Safe Vent adjustable airflow, 
generous living space, two side doors with mesh backing and 
a large front canopy with side walls for extra wind protection.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Front canopy with toggle up sides provides shelter from rain 

and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 300SA
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SMART AIR TOURING OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Scenic Road 200SA Scenic Road 250SA Scenic Road 250SA Tall Scenic Road 300SA
110808 110809 110810 110811

Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

40 x 85 cm 45 x 85 cm 45 x 85 cm 45 x 90 cm

23 kg 25.5 kg 26 kg 27.5 kg
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AIR CRUISING

Our new Outwell Air Cruising Collection of four versatile dome-style drive-away inflatable awnings offers flexible extra space and 
convenience for couples and families touring with camper vans and MPVs as they can be set up quickly, with an optional multi-position 
inner tent, and left freestanding to secure the pitch on days out. Smart Insignia Blue embossed fabric with luminous piping and guylines 
plus large tinted windows are our signature of style, quality and performance. Our innovative Outwell Link Access Zone System and side 
doors ensure a neat, fuss-free connection and easy access to vehicles, cutting out draughts and complementing the Outwell Sealed 
Ground System. All designs offer versatile use outdoors beyond camping, including practical garden shelters for barbecues.  

Carefree life on the road

• Outwell Rigid Air System

•  Outwell Link Access Zone System 

•  Outwell Sealed Ground System

•  Optional inner tent 

•  For vehicles with height of 180 cm - 205 cm  
(Tall 290 cm)
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AIR CRUISING
Using reliable Rigid Air System, our Air Cruising Collection 
of freestanding, drive-away awnings adds flexible shelter 
quickly, easily and securely to a wide range of motor 
vehicles. Ideal for touring couples and families, the extra 
space transforms life on site.

Milestone Pace Air

INFLATABLE
DRIVE-AWAY

AWNINGS
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RIGID AIR TECHNOLOGY
The Rigid Air System features 
individual tubes that are 
inflated and deflated 
separately through external 
valves for easy access.

HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
This high pressure, high 
capacity, single-stroke manual 
pump with manometer includes 
a number of adaptors and is 
perfect for use with inflatable 
tents, awnings etc. 60 cm high 
for optimum comfort. 

OUTTEX® 3000 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

FULL MESH FRONT 
Allowing fresh air to flow 
through as required, the 
insect-proof mesh makes sure 
that irritating biting visitors 
are excluded.

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Flat Woven Carpet
• Inlayzzz

Page 34

FOOTPRINTTOGGLE-UP CURTAINS
Toggle-up curtains behind the 
tinted windows ensure privacy 
when required and plenty of 
natural light when fastened up 
quickly and securely.

OUTWELL LINK ACCESS 
ZONE SYSTEM WITH 
SIDE DOOR 
Used when connecting a drive-
away awning to a vehicle, the 
Outwell Link Access Zone System 
acts as a valance to close the gap 
between the vehicle and the 
ground, working with the awning’s 
groundsheet to create clean, 
draught-free access into the tent.

OUTWELL SEALED 
GROUND SYSTEM 
A sealed-in groundsheet is the best 
way to keep draughts, insects, dirt 
and water out of a tent and is an 
early example of Outwell camping 
solutions. When the groundsheet 
is an integral part of the tent it 
ensures all-weather protection 
from the ground upwards. The zip-
out facility adds versatility.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

FULL REAR OPENING
Unobstructed full-open rear for 
quick and easy access to the 
vehicle except Milestone Air.

INNER

To tailor internal space 
to suit needs, the inner 
tent can be placed 
in three positions: 
left, right or against 
the vehicle.

AIR CRUISING FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

Outtex® 3000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System Aerodynamic 
Storm 

Protection 8

Outwell Rigid 
Air System

Duratec 
Fibreglass

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Toggle-up 
Curtains

Tinted 
Windows

Dry Zip Carrybag Air pump 
included
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110789
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:  260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 35 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 15.5 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Air is a dome-style inflatable drive-away 
awning, with flexible height attachment, using pre-angled air 
tubes of our Rigid Air System and our outstanding Outtex® 
3000 fabric. Ideal for touring, the large living area with tinted 
windows and versatile front door can hold a multi-position 
inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Large opening front with full insect mesh door behind
• Large rear opening for easy use of the Link Access Zone
• Spacious living area with large tinted windows for a light-filled 

interior with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Optional inner tent fits all Milestone awnings with multi-

position placement flexibility for convenience in the living area
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE AIR
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110791
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:  260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 35 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 16 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pro Air is a dome-style inflatable drive-away 
awning, with flexible height attachment, using pre-angled air 
tubes of our Rigid Air System and superb Outtex® 3000 fabric.  
A Rain Safe door offers extra shade and shelter and the large living 
area with tinted windows and versatile front door can hold a multi-
position inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Large front canopy provides shelter from rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Optional inner tent fits all Milestone awnings with multi-

position placement flexibility for convenience in the living area
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PRO AIR
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110792
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 290 cm
Roof connection length:  260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 35 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 16.3 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best performance
Poles: ........................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 1 Steel pole 16 mm  

(for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pro Air Tall dome-style inflatable drive-
away awning, with flexible height attachment of 240 - 290 cm, 
using pre-angled air tubes of our Rigid Air System and superb 
Outtex® 3000 fabric. A Rain Safe front door offers extra shade 
and shelter and the large living area with tinted windows and 
versatile front door can hold a multi-position inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 240 cm - 290 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Large front canopy provides shelter from rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Optional inner tent fits all Milestone awnings with multi-

position placement flexibility for convenience in the living area
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PRO AIR TALL
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110790
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away one room dome tent
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 35 x 85 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 15 kg
Tubes: ......................................... Rigid Air System frame for best 

performance
Poles: ........................................... Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pace Air is a dome-style inflatable drive-
away awning using pre-angled air tubes of our Rigid Air System 
and our outstanding Outtex® 3000 fabric. Freestanding rather 
than attaching to vehicles, with generous door canopies for 
access and Rain Safe shelter. Optional inner tent offers privacy 
in the large living area with tinted windows.

• Flexible drive-away tent designed for easy use with 
motorhomes, vans and MPVs

• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 
flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Generous door canopies for access and Rain Safe shelter
• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Spacious living area with large tinted windows for a light-filled 

interior with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Optional inner tent fits all Milestone awnings with multi-

position placement flexibility for convenience in the living area

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PACE AIR

Easy connection
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Milestone Air Milestone Pro Air Milestone Pro Air Tall Milestone Pace Air
110789 110791 110792 110790

Drive-away dome Drive-away dome Drive-away dome Drive-away one room dome tent

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

35 x 85 cm 35 x 85 cm 35 x 85 cm 35 x 85 cm

15.5 kg 16 kg 16.3 kg 15 kg

46 47 48 49
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TOURING

Couples and families touring with a camper van or MPV benefit from the versatile extra space offered by the new Outwell Touring 
Collection of drive-away awnings, using our superb Outtex® 4000 fabric with steel and Duratec fibreglass poles, that can be left 
freestanding to secure a pitch on days out. Packed with innovation, comfort with style in these tunnel designs is assured by the signature 
style of our Charcoal Grey embossed fabric, luminous piping and guylines plus large tinted windows. Combined with our Outwell 
Wind Stabilizer System, the close fit, pre-angled brow poles and verandah-style front aspect options extend reliable performance. 
The Outwell Link Access Zone with side doors ensures a neat full-length, fuss-free connection with vehicles, cutting out draughts and 
complementing the Outwell Sealed Ground System. 

Chic Scandinavian style

• Pre-angled Duratec fibreglass poles 

•  Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

•  Front wall can be opened completely

•  Outwell Link Access Zone System 

•  For vehicles with height of 180 cm - 205 cm  
(Tall 290 cm)
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TOURING COLLECTION
Our Touring Collection of freestanding, drive-away 
awnings adds flexible shelter quickly, easily and 
securely to a wide range of motor vehicles. Ideal for 
touring couples and families, the extra space transforms 
life on site.

Scenic Road 200

0801 
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TOURING FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

INNER

Scenic Road 250,  
Scenic Road 250 Tall, 
Scenic Road 300

CARPETS

• Fleece Carpet 
• Inlayzzz

Page 34

FOOTPRINT

FULL MESH FRONT 
Allowing fresh air to flow 
through as required, the 
insect-proof mesh makes sure 
that irritating biting visitors are 
excluded.

OUTTEX® 4000 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

OUTWELL WIND 
STABILIZER SYSTEM 
The patented Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System was a huge 
and important innovation in tent 
stability, proven in development 
and in the field. It creates a direct 
attachment point between the 
outer tent, tent pole and peg 
for reliable security in gale-force, 
gusting winds.

OUTWELL LINK ACCESS 
ZONE SYSTEM WITH 
SIDE DOORS 
Unobstructed full-open rear for 
quick and easy access to the 
vehicle, with Outwell Link Access 
Zone System valance that closes 
the gap between the vehicle to 
keep out draughts.

OUTWELL SEALED GROUND 
SYSTEM - SEWN-IN
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of 
a tent and is an early example 
of Outwell camping solutions. 
When the groundsheet is an 
integral part of the tent it ensures 
all-weather protection from the 
ground upwards.

STEEL AND 
DURATEC POLES 
This combination ensures 
flexible structural strength 
whilst optimising weight.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

LUMINOUS GUYLINES  
As active campers, Outwell 
designers developed a simple, 
practical solution to the problem 
of tripping over unnoticed 
guylines – a simple solution that 
others have seized on since.

ZIP-UP CURTAINS
With quick and easy zip opening 
and closure, these curtains give 
full flexibility of choice between 
total privacy, letting in some 
daylight or enjoying the views.

Outtex® 4000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System OWS System 
Force 9

OPS System Link Access 
Zone System

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Zip-up 
Curtain

Tinted 
Windows

Dry Zip Outwell Easy 
Pegging 
System

Carrybag
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110814
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:  320 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta) with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10.000 mm 

hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 42 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 21.3 kg
Poles: ........................................... Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm, Legs: Steel poles 19 mm, 

Rain-safe door: Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 16/19 mm inside roof 
poles, 1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)

Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170606 Fleece Carpet / 170634 Footprint

Offering compact, light-filled living space, two metres deep, 
for touring campers, the Outwell Scenic Road 200 drive-away 
awning has tunnel tent style with large tinted windows and 
Rain Safe Vent adjustable airflow. With steel and Duratec 
fibreglass poles for strength and stability, Outwell innovation 
and design flair work together for versatile comfort on site.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Fully detachable rear opening for easy access to vehicles
• Front canopy with alloy pre-angled brow pole for shelter from 

rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 200
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110815
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:  320 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 26 kg
Poles: ........................................... Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm, Legs: Steel poles 19 mm, 

Rain-safe door: Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 16/19 mm inside roof 
poles, 1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)

Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170607 Fleece Carpet / 170635 Footprint / 110812 Inner Scenic Road 250

Ideal for touring, the Outwell Scenic Road 250 drive-away 
awning is medium-sized tunnel tent style with a 2.5 metre 
depth featuring large tinted windows, Rain Safe Vent adjustable 
airflow, generous living space and a front canopy for extra 
shelter. With steel and Duratec fibreglass poles for strength 
and stability, Outwell innovation and design flair combine for 
flexible comfort on site.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Fully detachable rear opening for easy access to vehicles
• Front canopy with alloy pre-angled brow pole for shelter from 

rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 250
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110816
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 240 - 290 cm
Roof connection length:  320 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 80 cm
Weight:  ..................................... 26 kg
Poles: ........................................... Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm, Legs: Steel poles 19 mm, 

Rain-safe door: Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 16/19 mm inside roof 
poles, 1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)

Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170607 Fleece Carpet / 170635 Footprint / 110812 Inner Scenic Road 250

Ideal for touring, the Outwell Scenic Road 250 drive-away 
awning is medium-sized tunnel tent style with a 2.5 metre 
depth featuring large tinted windows, Rain Safe Vent adjustable 
airflow, generous living space and a front canopy for extra 
shelter. With steel and Duratec fibreglass poles for strength and 
stability, the flexible attachment height of 240 - 290 cm suits 
taller vehicles.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 240 cm - 290 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Fully detachable rear opening for easy access to vehicles
• Front canopy with alloy pre-angled brow pole for shelter from 

rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 250 TALL
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Art. No.: ...................................... 110817
Type of tent: ........................... Drive-away tunnel
Attachment height: ........... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:  320 cm
Bead thickness:  ................... 7 mm
Rooms: ....................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ......................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................... Outtex® 4000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Floor: ........................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene,  

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ................................. 45 x 85 kg
Weight:  ..................................... 30 kg
Poles: ........................................... Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm, Legs: Steel poles 19 mm, 

Rain-safe door: Alloy pole 9.5 mm, 16/19 mm inside roof 
poles, 1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)

Pieces per carton: ............... 1

170608 Fleece Carpet / 170636 Footprint / 110813 Inner Scenic Road 300

With steel and Duratec fibreglass poles for strength and 
stability and ideal for touring, the feature-packed Outwell 
Scenic Road 300 drive-away awning is a large three meter deep 
tunnel tent style with large tinted windows, Rain Safe Vent 
adjustable airflow, generous living space, two side doors with 
mesh backing and a large front canopy.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Fully detachable rear opening for easy access to vehicles
• Front canopy with alloy pre-angled brow pole for shelter from 

rain and sun glare
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

SCENIC ROAD 300
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Art. No.: .................................... 110818
Type of tent: ......................... Canopy
Attachment height: ......... 180 - 330 cm
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 15 x 61 cm
Weight:  ................................... 4.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

The Cruising Canopy M is designed to fit cars, caravans and 
motorhomes adding versatile space on site. With attachment 
heights of between 180 - 330 cm, there is ample flexibility 
to suit a wide variety of vehicles without compromising the 
design. Sturdy front steel-poled hoop maximises headroom 
and features pre-attached luminous guylines. Fast to erect, the 
canopy is perfect for day stops or overnight stays when touring.

• Universal canopy for motorhomes, vans and caravans with an 
attachment height of 180 - 330 cm

• Creates a nice shady space on the side of the vehicle
• Sturdy steel poles maximise headroom
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

TOURING CANOPY M
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Cruising Canopies L and XL are designed to fit cars, 
caravans and motorhomes with attachment heights 
of between 180 - 300 cm to add space on site. The 
quick erect canopies are perfect for day stops or 
overnight stays when touring. Sturdy front steel-poled 
hoop maximises headroom and features pre-attached 
luminous guylines. The side walls incorporate 
windows and the bottom of the fabric features toggle 
adjustment to match unit height.

Touring Canopy L

Art. No.: .................................... 110819 (L) 

Type of tent: ......................... Canopy
Pitching way: ....................... In one
Attachment height: ......... 180 - 240 cm (L) 

240 - 300 cm (XL)
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta)  

with taped seams
Pack size:  ............................... 20 x 62 cm (L) 

Weight:  ................................... 6.3 kg (L) 

Poles: ......................................... Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 2

• Universal canopy for motorhomes, vans and caravans with an 
attachment height of 180 - 300 cm

• Creates a nice shady space on the side of the vehicle
• Sturdy steel poles maximise headroom
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Fast and easy to attach and detach as required
• Triangular side windows
• Toggle adjustment of fabric at Canopy base allows height of 

sides to match the unit

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

TOURING CANOPY 
L & XL

Touring Canopy XL

 
110820 (XL) 

 
 

 
20 x 65 cm (XL) 
 
6.5 kg (XL)
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TOURING OVERVIEW

Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

Art. No.

Type

Pack size

Weight

Page

Scenic Road 200 Scenic Road 250 Scenic Road 250 Tall Scenic Road 300
110814 110815 110816 110817

Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel Drive-away tunnel

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

42 x 80 cm 45 x 80 cm 45 x 80 cm 45 x 85 kg

21.3 kg 26 kg 26 kg 30 kg

54 55 56 57

Touring Canopy M Touring Canopy L Touring Canopy XL
110818 110819 110820

Canopy Canopy Canopy

15 x 61 cm 20 x 62 cm 20 x 65 cm

4.8 kg 6.3 kg 6.5 kg

58 59 59
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CRUISING

Our new Outwell Cruising Collection of dome-style drive-away awnings using Duratec fibreglass poles and our Wind Stabilizer System 
offers flexible space and convenience touring with camper vans and MPVs as they can be set up quickly, with an optional multi-position 
inner tent, and left freestanding to secure a pitch on days out. Smart Insignia Blue embossed fabric with luminous piping and guylines 
plus large tinted windows are our signature of style, quality and performance. Our innovative Outwell Link Access Zone System and side 
doors ensure a neat, fuss-free connection and easy access to vehicles, cutting out draughts and complementing the Outwell Sealed 
Ground System. All designs offer versatile use outdoors beyond camping, including practical garden shelters for barbecues.  

For a simple outdoor life

• Pre-angled Duratec fibreglass poles 

•  Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

•  Outwell Link Access Zone system 

•  Outwell Sealed Ground system

•  For vehicles with height of 180 cm - 205 cm  
(Tall 290 cm)
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CRUISING
Packed with innovative features, our Cruising Collection of 
practical, freestanding, drive-away awnings adds flexible 
shelter quickly, easily and securely to a wide range of motor 
vehicles. Ideal for touring couples and families, the extra 
space transforms life on site.

Milestone Pro
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CRUISING FEATURES

THE OUTWELL ICONS

02 05 08

03 06 09

01 04 07

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
CARPETS

• Flat Woven Carpet
• Inlayzzz
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FOOTPRINTOUTTEX® 3000 
Specially commissioned 
by us, this smart, durable 
flysheet fabric has an effective, 
reliable hydrostatic head 
waterproof rating and enjoys 
subtle embossing with our 
graphic logo.

DURATEC FIBREGLASS 
POLES
Exceptional strength and 
rigidity is achieved by using our 
own fibreglass-based blend of 
light, flexible materials.

OUTWELL WIND 
STABILIZER SYSTEM 
The patented Outwell Wind 
Stabilizer System was a huge 
and important innovation in tent 
stability, proven in development 
and in the field. It creates a direct 
attachment point between the 
outer tent, tent pole and peg 
for reliable security in gale-force, 
gusting winds.

OUTWELL LINK ACCESS 
ZONE SYSTEM WITH SIDE 
DOOR 
Used when connecting a 
drive-away awning to a vehicle, 
the Outwell Link Access Zone 
System acts as a valance to close 
the gap between the vehicle and 
the ground, working with the 
awning’s groundsheet to create 
clean, draught-free access.

OUTWELL SEALED 
GROUND SYSTEM 
A sealed-in groundsheet is the 
best way to keep draughts, 
insects, dirt and water out of 
a tent and is an early example 
of Outwell camping solutions. 
When the groundsheet is 
an integral part of the tent it 
ensures all-weather protection 
from the ground upwards.

TINTED WINDOWS 
With a special developed coating 
that reduces the penetration of 
harmful UV radiation, the sun’s 
heat and glare are reduced whilst 
allowing wide views with privacy. 
Large tinted windows not only 
add to a tent’s style but also 
deliver practical benefits.

LUMINOUS GUYLINES 
As active campers, Outwell 
designers developed a simple, 
practical solution to the problem 
of tripping over unnoticed 
guylines – a simple solution that 
others have seized on since.

CARRYBAG
Bag with straps for carrying the 
packed tent short distances.

FULL MESH FRONT 
Allowing fresh air to flow 
through as required, the 
insect-proof mesh makes 
sure that irritating biting 
visitors are excluded.

Outtex® 3000 Fire Retardant Taped Seams OGR System OWS System 
Force 8

Link Access 
Zone System

Duratec 
Fibreglass

Outwell 
Sealed Ground 

System

Toggle-up 
Curtains

Tinted 
Windows

Dry Zip Carrybag

INNER

To tailor internal 
space to suit needs, 
the inner tent can 
be placed in three 
positions: left, 
right or against 
the vehicle.
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Art. No.: .................................... 110794
Type of tent: ......................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ......... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:   260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................. 7 mm 
Rooms: ..................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... 14.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 12.7 mm, 1 Steel pole 

16 mm (for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone is a dome-style drive-away awning, with 
flexible height attachment, using sturdy pre-angled Duratec 
fibreglass poles with Wind Stabilizer System and outstanding 
Outtex® 3000 fabric. Ideal for touring, the large living area with 
tinted windows and versatile front door can hold a multi-
position inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Large front and rear doors with additional insect mesh screen
• Large rear opening for easy use of the Link Access Zone
• Spacious living area with large tinted windows for a light-filled 

interior with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE
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Art. No.: .................................... 110796
Type of tent: ......................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ......... 180 - 205 cm
Roof connection length:   260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................. 7 mm 
Rooms: ..................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... 15.5 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 12.7 mm / 8.5 mm, 

1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pro is a dome-style drive-away awning, 
with flexible height attachment, using pre-angled Duratec 
fibreglass poles with Wind Stabilizer System and superb 
Outtex® 3000 fabric. A Rain Safe front door offers extra shade 
and shelter and the large living area with tinted windows and 
versatile front door can hold a multi-position inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 180 cm - 205 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Generous door canopies for access and Rain Safe shelter
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PRO
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Art. No.: .................................... 110797
Type of tent: ......................... Drive-away dome
Attachment height: ......... 240 - 290 cm
Roof connection length: . 260 cm
Bead thickness:  ................. 7 mm 
Rooms: ..................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 80 cm
Weight:  ................................... 15.8 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 12.7 mm / 8.5 mm,  

1 Steel pole 16 mm (for Link Access Zone)
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pro Tall dome-style drive-away awning, 
with flexible height attachment of 240 - 290 cm, uses pre-
angled Duratec fibreglass poles with our Wind Stabilizer 
System and Outtex® 3000 fabric. A Rain Safe front door offers 
extra shade and shelter and the large living area with tinted 
windows and versatile front door can hold a multi-position 
inner tent.

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and MPVs with 
attachment height of 240 cm - 290 cm

• Link Access Zone System with side doors for easy access
• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 

flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Generous door canopies for access and Rain Safe shelter
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely
• Groundsheet for Link Access Zone with built-in draught 

excluder skirt

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PRO TALL
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Art. No.: .................................... 110795
Type of tent: ......................... Drive-away one room dome tent
Rooms: ..................................... 1 living room
Pitching way: ....................... Flysheet first
Flysheet: .................................. Outtex® 3000 (100% polyester taffeta) 

with taped seams
Floor: ......................................... Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 

10.000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size:  ............................... 30 x 70 cm
Weight:  ................................... 13.2 kg
Poles: ......................................... Duratec fibreglass 12.7 mm / 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: ............. 1

170583 Flat Woven Carpet / 170624 Footprint / 110793 Inner Milestone

The Outwell Milestone Pace is a dome-style drive-away awning 
using pre-angled Duratec fibreglass poles with our Wind 
Stabilizer System and our superb Outtex® 3000 fabric. The 
connectionless design makes it easy and simple to use, with 
generous Rain Safe doors for access and shelter. Optional inner 
tent offers privacy in the large living area with tinted windows.

• Flexible drive-away tent designed for easy use with 
motorhomes, vans and MPVs

• Front wall can be opened completely by a 4-slider zip for extra 
flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a 
verandah-style aspect with insect mesh screen

• Generous door canopies for access and Rain Safe shelter
• Full open rear for easy access to vehicle
• Spacious living area with large tinted windows for a light-filled 

interior with toggle-up curtains for privacy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection from the 

elements
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and fast 

pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips are easy to use, running securely and 

freely

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

MILESTONE PACE

Easy connection
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Art. No.

Type

Rooms

Pack size

Weight

Page

CRUISING OVERVIEW

Milestone Milestone Pro Milestone Pro Tall Milestone Pace
110794 110796 110797 110795

Drive-away dome Drive-away dome Drive-away dome Drive-away one room dome tent

1 living room 1 living room 1 living room 1 living room

30 x 80 cm 30 x 80 cm 30 x 80 cm 30 x 70 cm

14.5 kg 15.5 kg 15.8 kg 13.2 kg

64 65 66 67
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FURNITURE

The Outwell Furniture Collection delivers Scandinavian heritage, design and quality materials with superb style to reinforce and extend our 
market leading position. Our designers have been busy combining inspired concepts and innovation with practical styles and materials to 
develop outstanding furniture with a clear focus on comfort and reliability. New collections, new products and new feature throughout a 
wide variety of options. Smart style makes them equally at home on garden patios, extending their versatile use. Ever popular, our Ergo Flexi 
Collection extends its unique position and appeal with new designs and the latest armrest that’s shared with the Ergo Prime Range that also 
enjoys updated Textiline fabric while Ergo Core has new models. The Bamboo Collection has earned its status as a campsite favourite whilst 
our Kitchen Tables, Cupboards and Wardrobes see the introduction of our revolutionary magnet door closure on many models.

Chic Scandinavian style
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The luxurious Ergo Flexi Comfort Collection of padded cushion chairs, loungers, bed and 
a footrest benefit from a quick-drying foam padding and Textiline mesh fabric. Updated 
designs with improved armrests are joined by the new Galana four-position lounger 
and the Kiana dining chair with supportive back. All Teton, Kenai, Grand Canyon, Acadia 
and Samoa have an adjustable, integral head rest and feature a quick drying material to 
prevent the padding from soaking up water if left out in the rain.

ERGO FLEXI COMFORT 
COLLECTION

We have redesigned the profile of our armrests and added an anti-slip 
finish to enhance forearm comfort and provide easier adjustment of 
the chair’s back angle by improving grip through positive hand location 
offered by the ergonomic shape.

ANTI-SLIP 
Anti-slip pattern for forearm comfort

HAND GRIP 
Profiled grip for easy adjustment

NARROW GRIP
Narrow grip for easy back adjustment 

Improved armrest  
FEATURES
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410070  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 64 x 75 x 110/124 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 64 x 11 x 88 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Ergonomic 
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment 
point for Zion Footrest.

KENAI

Art. No.:  ................................... 410081  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 64 x 75 x 122/136 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 64 x 15 x 102 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 47 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable and 
removeable headrest, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, 7 positions, High back style, Ergonomic 
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment 
point for Zion Footrest.

TETON
Art. No.:  ................................... 410068  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 74 x 75 x 122/136 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 74 x 11 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Extra width for comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Ergonomic 
sitting comfort, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip.

GRAND CANYON

Art. No.:  ................................... 410084  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 49 x 83 x 42 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 49 x 83 x 6 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Quick-drying padding, Lightweight and easy to 
carry, Attaches easily to Teton and Kenai chairs.

ZION FOOTREST

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410067  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester  

mesh with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 6.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 85 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 16 x 122 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 40 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Quick-drying 
padding, 4 positions, Adjustable and removeable headrest, 
No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry.

GALANA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410072  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester 

mesh with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 3.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 46 x 44 x 83 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 46 x 15 x 96 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 100 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Quick-drying 
padding, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy 
to carry.

KIANA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410045  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 8.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 85 x 100/114 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 68 x 21 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 50 cm
Max load:  ............................... 150 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying 
padding, Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable 
and removeable headrest, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Slide positions with lock, 
Side table with cup holder.

ACADIA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410051  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% polyester mesh 

with quick-dry foam
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 200/214 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 81 x 22 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 50 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Ergonomic sitting comfort, Quick-drying padding, 
Opens and folds in seconds, Adjustable and removeable 
headrest, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to 
carry, 5 positions.

SAMOA

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 

Breathable, soft and 
quick-drying fabric 
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The smart designs of the practical Ergo Prime Collection of chairs, loungers and stools 
deliver reliable, durable comfort using a new Textiline mesh fabric throughout and has 
proved its worth as a top-performing range on site. The Milton, Ontario, Melville and 
Columbia chairs have new improved armrest designs extending comfort further. 

ERGO PRIME 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... 410074  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 63 x 70 x 110/124 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 63 x 13 x 95 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, 7 positions, Adjustable and removeable 
headrest, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw 
attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

MILTON

Art. No.:  ................................... 410078  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 70 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 90 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, 7 positions, Small pack size, Ergonomic  
armrest design with easy grip, Easy screw attachment point for 
Dauphin Footrest.

ONTARIO
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410073  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.6 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 103 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions, Small pack size, 
High back style, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip, 
Easy screw attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

MELVILLE
Art. No.:  ................................... 410063  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 15 x 103 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load:  ............................... 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline,  
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight  
and easy to carry, Head support, 7 positions, Small pack size,  
High back style, Ergonomic armrest design with easy grip,  
Easy screw attachment point for Dauphin Footrest.

COLUMBIA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410032  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Weight:  .................................... 0.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 35.5 x 34 x 2 cm (WxLxH)
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Mesh pockets for your personal belongings, 
Adjustable straps, Suitable for many purposes, Attaches 
easily to Outwell outdoor furniture.

ORGANISER
Art. No.:  ................................... 410080  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Weight:  .................................... 0.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 38 x 18 x 6 cm (WxDxH)
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: High quality Textiline, Fits Melville, Ontario and 
Devon Lounger, Provides you with excellent head support.

PILLOW
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410065  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 62 x 190 x 28 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 62 x 79 x 21 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 28 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 7 positions.

DEVON LOUNGER

Art. No.:  ................................... 410075  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 188 x 32 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 79 x 16 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 32 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable 
pillow.

NEW FOUNDLAND

Art. No.:  ................................... 410076  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 200 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 81 x 23 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 49 cm
Max load:  ............................... 120 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable pillow.

NEW FOUNDLAND XL
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410069  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 68 x 100 x 117 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 68 x 21 x 100 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 52 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Slide positions with lock, Detachable pillow.

HUDSON RELAX CHAIR

Art. No.:  ................................... 410082  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 188 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 79 x 18 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 30 cm
Max load: ................................ 125 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, 5 positions, Detachable pillow, Sunshade.

VICTORIA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410064  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 48 x 83 x 44 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 48 x 83 x 6 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: No assembly required, High quality Textiline, Sturdy 
aluminium frame, Attaches easily to Columbia, Ontario, Melville and 
Milton chairs, Lightweight and easy to carry.

DAUPHIN FOOTREST
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410083  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.5 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 42 x 46 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 6 x 42 x 61 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Multipurpose stool and footrest, Opens and folds 
in seconds, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, High quality Textiline.

YUKON

Art. No.:  ................................... 410061  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 1.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 42 x 42 x 46 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 9 x 42 x 60 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 45 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: 3 in 1 table, stool and footrest, Opens and folds in 
seconds, No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
High quality textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame.

BAFFIN
Art. No.:  ................................... 410077  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 35 x 39 x 70 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 35 x 8 x 49 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 36 cm
Max load: ................................ 75 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry.

NORTHWEST
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Footrest attachment points added to the Fergus and Kenora chair five position designs in 
the practical Outwell Ergo Core Collection are used to connect the new Peguis footrest. 
New additions include the high back, low rise Ashern beach chair. All designs have light, 
sturdy aluminium frames and use Textiline mesh fabric with a smart pattern in the two-
tone fabric throughout.

ERGO CORE 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... 410071  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 65 x 114 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 11 x 95 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Small pack size, 
Removable headrest pillow, High back style.

KENORA

Art. No.:  ................................... 410066  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 4.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 58 x 65 x 103 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 58 x 10 x 82 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 42 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality 
Textiline, Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, 5 positions, Small pack size.

FERGUS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 410060  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 3.7 kg
Size:  ........................................... 59 x 51 x 85 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 59 x 10 x 74 cm
Seat Height:  .......................... 29 cm
Max load: ................................ 110 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, High quality Textiline, 
Sturdy aluminium frame, No assembly required, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, 5 positions, Removable headrest pillow, Low chair 
with quick dry textilene perfect for the beach, Small pack size.

ASHERN
Art. No.:  ................................... 410079  
Fabric:  ....................................... Textiline, 100% woven polyester, 

coated
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 0.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 47.5 x 68 x 43 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 47.5 x 68 x 5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High quality Textiline, Attaches easily to Kenora 
and Fergus chairs, Lightweight and easy to carry.

PEGUIS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530046  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Tabletop .................................. Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 120 x 49/58/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 71 x 62 x 10 cm
Max load: ................................ 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles 
for easy portability, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CUSTER L

Art. No.:  ................................... 530047  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 10.8 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 150 x 49/58/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 71 x 77 x 10 cm
Max load: ................................ 80 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles 
for easy portability, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CUSTER XL
Art. No.:  ................................... 530084  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.3 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 65 x 100 x 44/53/65 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 17 x 100 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Folds down to a very small pack size, No 
assembly required, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CODY L

Art. No.:  ................................... 530085  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Weight:  .................................... 4.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 50 x 65 x 44/53/65 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 14 x 65 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Folds down to a very small pack size, No 
assembly required, 3 adjustable heights, Adjustable feet, 
Weather resistant for short periods, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

CODY M
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Sturdy tables are a campsite essential not only for meals but for playing games and relaxing. 
New designs in the Outwell Folding Table Collection include the low Heyfield that can be 
used as a breakfast tray. All the tables fit neatly into cars for transport and can be set up 
quickly, securely and easily adjustable legs to make a level surface.

FOLDING TABLE  
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 530038 / L: 530039
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... M: 4.3 kg / L: 6.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... M: 53 x 90 x 70 cm (WxLxH) 

L: 70 x 120 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ M: 19 x 90 x 11 cm 

L: 23 x 120 x 9 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight 
and easy to carry, Adjustable legs, Small pack size, Roll 
up top, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

CANMORE

Art. No.:  ................................... 530054  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.3 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 94 / 129 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 94 x 3.5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Extendable table top, Opens and folds in 
seconds, Lightweight, Adjustable foot.

KELOWNA

M: 530038

L: 530039
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530091  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 1.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 60 x 25 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 30 x 4 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Practical handles for easy portability, 
Lightweight and easy to carry, Small pack size, Spill and shower resistant only, 
Can be used as breakfast tray.

HEYFIELD LOW TABLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 410058  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 0.9 kg
Size:  ........................................... 40 x 40 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 40 x 40 x 3 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

FEATURES: Multipurpose low table, Opens and folds in seconds, Aluminium frame, No 
assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, Spill and shower resistant only.

NAIN LOW 

Art. No.:  ................................... M: 530055  
L: 530056

Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... M: 5.8 kg / L: 8.2 kg
Size:  ........................................... M: 80 x 120 x 68 cm (WxLxH) 

L: 80 x 180 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ M: 60 x 80 x 7 cm 

L: 80 x 45 x 14 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight and 
easy to carry, Adjustable feet, Small pack size, Practical 
handles for easy portability, Practical mesh shelf, Spill and 
shower resistant only.

TORONTO

M: 530055

L: 530056

Art. No.:  ................................... 530057  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Weight:  .................................... 8.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 150 x 43/65/70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 82 x 78 x 8 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Lightweight and easy to carry, Adjustable 
legs, Small pack size, Practical mesh shelf, Spill and shower resistant only.

HAMILTON
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With durable materials and practical designs, the high quality SEVELIT® tabletops of the 
Outwell Weatherproof Table Collection are resistant to UV rays as well as coping with 
showers. Being resilient to abrasion, they cope easily with the demands of family life on 
site. Quick and easy to set up, the legs can be adjusted easily to change the height raise 
and to level the top on uneven ground. The collection includes the new Roblin that has a 
weatherproof top and large feet for stability.

WEATHERPROOF TABLE
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... 530033  
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Table top:  ............................... SEVELIT®

Weight:  .................................... 16 kg
Size:  ........................................... 90 x 132 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 90 x 132 x 7 cm
Max load: ................................ 50 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Table top resistant 
to UV rays, weatherproof and resilient to scratching and 
abrasion, Adjustable foot.

STORM

Art. No.:  ................................... 530029  
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Table top:  ............................... SEVELIT®

Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 100 x 65/79 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 100 x 5 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, Table top resistant 
to UV rays, weatherproof and resilient to scratching and 
abrasion, Adjustable legs.

CLOUDY
Art. No.:  ................................... 530095  
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Table top:  ............................... Weatherproof top
Weight:  .................................... 7.1 kg
Size:  ........................................... 70 x 115 x 55-74 cm (WxLxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 70 x 115 x 7 cm
Max load: ................................ 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Telescopic legs for 
easy height adjustment, Oversized flat, moveable feet for 
enhanced stability on uneven grounds.

ROBLIN
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The versatile designs of the Outwell Kitchen Table Collection offer durable, stable surfaces 
to prepare and cook a meal with practical design flair. The Padres and Padres XL have solid 
bamboo table tops plus handy storage options in a stylish black/grey fabric. The Vancouver 
and Regina designs are made from durable embossed polyester fabric with zip doors.

KITCHEN TABLE 
COLLECTION

Art. No.:  ................................... 530051  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 9 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 75 x 49 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 75 x 49 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Pull-out holder 
for washing bowl or rubbish bag, 6 Organiser pockets, 
3 hooks, Windshield included, Mesh ventilation for air 
circulation, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

PADRES KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP

Art. No.:  ................................... 530052  
Fabric:  ....................................... Two-tone, 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 100 x 49 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 100 x 49 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, Pull-out holder 
for washing bowl or rubbish bag, 6 Organiser pockets, 
3 hooks, Windshield included, Mesh ventilation for air 
circulation, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

PADRES XL KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530030  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.4 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 143 x 47 x 74/81/105 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 76 x 47 x 12 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton:  ............. 1

FEATURES: Roll up top, Additional mesh shelf, Windshield 
included, Covered shelf, Two side tables, Sturdy aluminium 
frame, Durable bamboo table top, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

VANCOUVER KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
Art. No.:  ................................... 530032  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.3 kg
Table top:  ............................... Bamboo
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 45 x 79 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 80 x 45 x 15 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Sturdy aluminium frame, Fully covered shelf, 
No assembly required, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Durable bamboo table top, Small pack size, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

REGINA KITCHEN TABLE W/BAMBOO TABLE TOP
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Large, sturdy designs packed with practical features and design flair benefit from inspired 
innovation in the Outwell Kitchen Table Collection with magnet doors. The doors are 
formed with easily assembled fibreglass frames and secured shut with sewn-in magnets 
for noise-free opening and closing. The frames can be removed and the doors rolled back 
and held by toggles.

KITCHEN TABLE  
COLLECTION 

Sewn in magnets

Fibreglass door frames

Closed doors

Outwell storage provides choice sturdy designs packed with practical 
features, including our new doors with noise-free closure thanks to sewn-
in magnets. The cabinet-style doors have easily assembled door frames 
that can be removed so the doors can be rolled and toggled back.

Just  like at  home
FEATURES

K ITCHEN TABLE

MAGNET 
DOORS
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530094  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 8.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Size:  ........................................... 122 x 50 x 82/107 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 123 x 50 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access 
to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for 
permanent access, With collapsible water basin, Closed room for 
bin or gas cartridge, Sturdy aluminium frame, Windshield included, 
Adjustable feet, Small pack size, Organiser pockets, 2 fully closed 
shelves, Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly required, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

RICHMOND KITCHEN TABLE
Art. No.:  ................................... 530096  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.4 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium
Size:  ........................................... 91 x 51 x 80/100 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 91 x 49 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access 
to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for 
permanent access, Roll up top, Sturdy aluminium frame, Mesh 
ventilation for air circulation, 3 fully closed shelves, Windshield 
included, Small pack size, Closed storage room for bin or gas cartridge, 
Adjustable feet, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

SUDBURY KITCHEN TABLEMagnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Art. No.:  ................................... 661020  
Weight:  .................................... 1.4 kg
Size:  ........................................... 61 x 33 x 25 cm  

(WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 25 x 1 cm
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Windshield to place on table, Easy placing 
on all kitchen table tops, Lightweight and easy to carry, 
Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

WINDSHIELD

Art. No.:  ................................... 530080  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 11.2 kg
Table top:  ............................... Aluminium and sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 165 x 48 x 71/79/99 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 81 x 55 x 11 cm
Max load: ................................. 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access 
to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for 
permanent access, Windshield included, Adjustable feet, Small pack 
size, 4 fully closed shelves, Organiser pockets, Sturdy aluminium 
frame, Roll up top, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Opens and 
folds in seconds, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CAMROSE KITCHEN TABLE

Art. No.:  ................................... 530090  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 100 x 50 x 82 cm  

(WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 100 x 50 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

DRAYTON KITCHEN TABLE

Magnetic 
Doors

FEATURES: Solid door with handle 
provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door 
rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy 
aluminium frame, Mesh ventilation for 
air circulation, Integrated water basin, 
Adjustable feet, Small pack size, 4 fully 
closed shelves, Organising hooks and 
wire shelves, Includes carrybag for easy 
storage and portability.
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The versatile, stable storage units of the Outwell Cupboards and Wardrobes with magnet 
doors are quick and easy to set up and keep clothes and equipment clean and tidy. The 
doors are formed with easily assembled fibreglass frames and secured shut with sewn-in 
magnets for noise-free opening and closing. The frames can be removed and the doors rolled 
back and held by toggles. The new Larga bedside table with two shelves complements the 
Cayon design. 

CUPBOARDS  
AND WARDROBES 

Art. No.:  ................................... 530078  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 7.2 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 50 x 139 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 67 x 78 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage space, Magnets 
seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access, 4 removable shelves, Organiser 
pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Opens 
and folds in seconds, No assembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for 
easy storage and portability.

BERMUDA

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530089  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.9 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 52 x 98 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 56 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
3 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small 
pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

DOMINGO

Art. No.:  ................................... 530077  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5.7 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 80 x 44 x 79 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 80 x 46 x 10 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
2 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation,  
Small pack size, Opens and folds in seconds, Hanging hooks on side, No as 
sembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

BAHAMAS

Art. No.:  ................................... 530076  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 10 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 110 x 53 x 88 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 110 x 60 x 11 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
6 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for air circulation,  
Small pack size, Hanging hooks on side, No assembly required, Opens and folds  
in seconds, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage  
and portability.

ARUBA

Art. No.:  ................................... 530093  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 13.5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 107 x 50 x 138 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 107 x 73 x 14 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy access to storage 
space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door rolls up for permanent access,  
8 removable shelves, Organiser pockets, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small 
pack size, Hanging hooks on side, Clothes rail, Opens and folds in seconds, No 
assembly required, Sturdy aluminium frame, Includes carrybag for easy storage 
and portability.

MARTINIQUE

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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Art. No.:  ................................... 530081  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 2.8 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 42 x 42 x 45 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 62 x 43 x 7 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy 
access to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door 
rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy aluminium frame, 
2 removable shelves, Mesh ventilation for air circulation, 
No assembly required, Small pack size, Opens and folds in 
seconds, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CAYON
Art. No.:  ................................... 530092  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Aluminium
Weight:  .................................... 5 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 52 x 64 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 57 x 52 x 12 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Solid door with handle provides home-like easy 
access to storage space, Magnets seal door to cabinet, Door 
rolls up for permanent access, Sturdy aluminium frame,  
2 removable shelves, Organiser pocket, Mesh ventilation for 
air circulation, Hanging hooks on side, No assembly required, 
Small pack size, Opens and folds in seconds, Includes 
carrybag for easy storage and portability.

LARGA

Art. No.:  ................................... 530073  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 10.6 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 92 x 48 x 100 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 92 x 65 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, 6 removable shelves, 
Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Zipped 
doors, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

BAYFORDS
Art. No.:  ................................... 530072  
Fabric:  ....................................... 100% polyester
Frame:  ...................................... Powder coated steel
Weight:  .................................... 7 kg
Table top:  ............................... Sturdy laminated top
Size:  ........................................... 60 x 48 x 92 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size:  ................................ 61 x 49 x 9 cm
Max load:  ............................... 30 kg
Pieces per carton: .............. 1

FEATURES: Opens and folds in seconds, No assembly 
required, High strength durable steel, 3 removable shelves, 
Mesh ventilation for air circulation, Small pack size, Zipped 
doors, Includes carrybag for easy storage and portability.

CANEFIELD

Magnetic 
Doors

Magnetic 
Doors
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Year on year, the collection has been enhanced and extended with new products and colours. With its unique blend of innovation, inspired 
design and vibrant colours, the hugely successful kitchenware, tableware and storage solutions have become an essential part of our one-
stop shop approach to family camping. 

Setting the standard in cool design, it takes up minimal space in transit and storage when not needed on site or at home. BPA-free, the 
complete range is made from non-toxic materials and is tested to EU standards. Folding flat for convenient storage, smart ingenuity and 
design flair combine to build sustained sales success. Kitchenware offers kettles, a new colander, washing-up bowls and cutting boards; 
tableware has mugs and bowls whilst storage solutions include boxes, baskets and buckets. A set of contemporary bowls and a highly 
practical water container complete this highly desirable collection. A lively colour palette with new colours of Terracotta and Deep Blue offers 
a wide range of style options complementing the cool tones of Outwell tents, awnings, furniture and equipment for discerning campers. 

The superb Outwell Collaps Collection has grown from 
its ground-breaking ‘First in the Field’ launch several 
years ago to a wide range of ingenious silicone designs 
for discerning campers.

COLLAPS
COLLECTION

Cool colours
& fold-away design
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650710
Deep Blue

COLLAPS KETTLE 1.5L

Art. No.:  ..................................  650710 Deep Blue

 650711 Terracotta  
 650625 Cream White   
 650127 Lime Green  
 650649 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 14.5 x 16.5 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: ................................... 1.5 L
Pack size: ................................. 4.5 x 16.5 cm
Material:  ................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650710 
Deep Blue

650711 
Terracotta

650625 
Cream White

650127 
Lime Green

650649 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Can be placed 
on direct heat, BPA free, Break resistant.

650712
Deep Blue

COLLAPS KETTLE 2.5L

Art. No.:  ..................................  650712 Deep Blue

 650713 Terracotta  
 650626 Cream White   
 650311 Lime Green  
 650657 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 17.5 x 19 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: ................................... 2.5 L
Pack size: ................................. 5.5 x 19 cm
Material:  ................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650712 
Deep Blue

650713 
Terracotta

650626 
Cream White

650311 
Lime Green

650657 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Can be placed 
on direct heat, BPA free, Break resistant.

Art. No.:  ..................................  650696 Deep Blue

 650697 Terracotta  
 650616 Cream White   
 650617 Lime Green  
 650647 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 15 x 13 x 8 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 15 x 13 x 3 cm
Material:  ................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650696 
Deep Blue

650697 
Terracotta

650616 
Cream White

650617 
Lime Green

650647 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Silicone handle, 
Fits Outwell flasks, Easy to open, use and fold away, BPA 
free, Break resistant.

650714
Deep Blue

COLLAPS MUG

Art. No.:  ..................................  650714 Deep Blue

 650715 Terracotta  
 650627 Cream White   
 650340 Lime Green  
 650648 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................  13.5 x 9.5 x 10.5 cm 
(WxDxH)

Pack size: ................................. 13.5 x 9.5 x 4.5 cm
Material:  ................................. Silicone and stainless steel
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650714 
Deep Blue

650715 
Terracotta

650627 
Cream White

650340 
Lime Green

650648 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Handle for secure grip, BPA free, Break resistant.

650696
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COFFEE FILTER HOLDER
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650807
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL & LID W/GRATER

Art. No.:  ..................................  650807 Deep Blue

 650808 Terracotta  
 650609 Cream White   
 650347 Lime Green  
 650659 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 10.5 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 5 x 23.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE, stainless steel, plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650807 
Deep Blue

650808 
Terracotta

650609 
Cream White

650347 
Lime Green

650659 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible bowl, Small pack size, Easy to 
open and fold, Break resistant, Multi functional lid, Incl. 3 
plates: chop, slice and plain, BPA free.

650705
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COLANDER W/HANDLE

Art. No.:  ..................................  650705 Deep Blue

 650706 Terracotta  
 650623 Cream White   
 650365 Lime Green  
 650652 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 40.5 x 22 x 9.5 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 40.5 x 22 x 3.5cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650705 
Deep Blue

650706 
Terracotta

650623 
Cream White

650365 
Lime Green

650652 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650700
Deep Blue

COLLAPS COLANDER

Art. No.:  ..................................  650700 Deep Blue

 650702 Terracotta  
 650622 Cream White   
 650115 Lime Green  
 650654 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 9 x 24 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 3.5 x 24 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650700 
Deep Blue

650702 
Terracotta

650622 
Cream White

650115 
Lime Green

650654 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650680
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL SET

Art. No.:  ..................................  650680 Deep Blue

 650693 Terracotta  
 650679 Cream White   
 650681 Lime Green  
 650683 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 10 x 28 cm (HxDia.)
Content ...................................  Small: 8.5 x 20.5 cm, 

Medium: 9 x 23.5 cm, 
Large: 10 x 28 cm

Pack size: ................................. 6 x 28 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650680 
Deep Blue

650693 
Terracotta

650679 
Cream White

650681 
Lime Green

650683 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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LID FOR COLLAPS BOWL
Art. No.:  .................................. 650352 S 

 650353 M 
 650354 L

Size: ............................................ S: 1 x 20.5 cm (HxDia.) 
 M: 1 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.) 
 L: 1 x 27.8 cm (HxDia.)

Material: .................................. Plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

FEATURES: Practical lid for Collaps Bowl S, M and L, so 
it can be used for storage, Break resistant, Dishwasher 
safe, BPA free.

650690
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL S

Art. No.:  ..................................  650690 Deep Blue

 650692 Terracotta  
 650610 Cream White   
 650112 Lime Green  
 650661 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 9 x 20.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 4 x 20.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650690 
Deep Blue

650692 
Terracotta

650610 
Cream White

650112 
Lime Green

650661 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650685
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL M

Art. No.:  ..................................  650685 Deep Blue

 650687 Terracotta  
 650611 Cream White   
 650113 Lime Green  
 650660 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 9.5 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 4 x 23.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650685 
Deep Blue

650687 
Terracotta

650611 
Cream White

650113 
Lime Green

650660 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650703
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOWL L

Art. No.:  ..................................  650703 Deep Blue

 650682 Terracotta  
 650612 Cream White   
 650114 Lime Green  
 650658 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 10.5 x 27.8 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 4 x 27.8 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650703 
Deep Blue

650682 
Terracotta

650612 
Cream White

650114 
Lime Green

650658 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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650720
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASHING-UP BOWL

Art. No.:  ..................................  650720 Deep Blue

 650721 Terracotta  
 650635 Cream White   
 650636 Lime Green  
 650656 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 24.5 x 37.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: ................................. 6.5 x 37.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650720 
Deep Blue

650721 
Terracotta

650635 
Cream White

650636 
Lime Green

650656 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Handles for secure grip, Break resistant, 
Dishwasher safe, BPA free.

650677
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BOARD

Art. No.:  ..................................  650677 Deep Blue

 650678 Terracotta  
 650608 Cream White   
 650117 Lime Green  
 650655 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 41 x 28 x 6 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 41 x 28 x 0.8 cm
Material:  ................................. Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650677 
Deep Blue

650678 
Terracotta

650608 
Cream White

650117 
Lime Green

650655 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible silicone colander, Small pack size, 
Easy to open and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

COLLAPS WATER CARRIER

Art. No.:  ..................................  650691 Deep Blue

 650689 Terracotta  
 650684 Cream White   
 650686 Lime Green  
 650688 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 37 x 32 x 26.5 cm (WxDxH)
Volume: ................................... 12 L
Pack size: ................................. 37 x 32 x 8.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650691 
Deep Blue

650689 
Terracotta

650684 
Cream White

650686 
Lime Green

650688 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Easy tap operation, Wide quarter-turn screw lid 
for easy filling and cleaning, Sturdy carry handle for easy 
transportation, Break resistant, BPA free.

650691
Deep Blue

650716
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASH BOWL

Art. No.:  ..................................  650716 Deep Blue

 650717 Terracotta  
 650634 Cream White   
 650116 Lime Green  
 650653 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 38 x 28 x 12 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 38 x 28 x 5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650716 
Deep Blue

650717 
Terracotta

650634 
Cream White

650116 
Lime Green

650653 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.
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650694
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BUCKET W/LID

Art. No.:  ..................................  650694 Deep Blue

 650695 Terracotta  
 650613 Cream White   
 650224 Lime Green  
 650662 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 24 x 31 cm (HxDia.)
Volume: ................................... 7.5 L
Pack size: ................................. 5.5 x 31 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650694 
Deep Blue

650695 
Terracotta

650613 
Cream White

650224 
Lime Green

650662 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Practical lid, Break 
resistant, Easy to open, use and fold away, BPA free.

650675
Deep Blue

COLLAPS BASKET

Art. No.:  ..................................  650675 Deep Blue

 650676 Terracotta  
 650607 Cream White   
 650276 Lime Green  
 650646 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 57.5 x 43 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 57.5 x 43 x 9.5 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650675 
Deep Blue

650676 
Terracotta

650607 
Cream White

650276 
Lime Green

650646 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650707
Deep Blue

COLLAPS CRATER W/HANDLE

Art. No.:  ..................................  650707 Deep Blue

 650708 Terracotta  
 650624 Cream White   
 650370 Lime Green  
 650651 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 47 x 37 x 26 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 47 x 37 x 7 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650707 
Deep Blue

650708 
Terracotta

650624 
Cream White

650370 
Lime Green

650651 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open 
and fold, Break resistant, BPA free.

650718
Deep Blue

COLLAPS WASHING BASE W/HANDLE & LID

Art. No.:  ..................................  650718 Deep Blue

 650719 Terracotta  
 650633 Cream White   
 650505 Lime Green  
 650650 Turquoise Blue  

Size: ............................................ 44 x 34 x 27 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: ................................. 44 x 34 x 6 cm
Material:  ................................. TPE and plastic
Pieces per carton: ............. 6

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650718 
Deep Blue

650719 
Terracotta

650633 
Cream White

650505 
Lime Green

650650 
Turquoise Blue

FEATURES: Easy to open and fold, Small pack size, 
Collapsible, Break resistant, BPA free, Lid fits as separator 
inside base, Drain with removable plug, Plate rack.
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PUMPS, LIGHTING 
AND UTILITIES

With mains power now a common feature on a campsite pitch, Outwell Pumps and Electrics add the extra 
dimensions of on-site convenience and comfort now sought for caravans and motorhomes. Our two, hugely 
efficient 12V Tent Pumps with auto-stop pressure setting are easier and quicker to use, with one allowing a 
choice of pressures shown by an LCD screen. And our wide range of mains equipment allows you to safely and 
conveniently connect a unit to the pitch’s electric hook-up. 
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Supplied with nozzle options to suit a variety of needs, our efficient, 
reliable electric pumps, suitable for 12V generate high volumes of air 
quickly and safely. Our new manual High Pressure Tent Pump has a 
smooth effortless action.

PUMPS

Art. No.:  ................................... 650665
Pieces per carton:  ............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, 
Electronic setting of pressure up to 16PSI, LCD display 
for easy setting of pressure, Automatically stops at set 
value, 6 m cable, Supplied with 4 different nozzles.

WIND GUST TENT PUMP 12V
Art. No.:  ................................... 650537
Pieces per carton:  ............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, 
Simple 1 button operation, Automatically stops 
at Outwell recommended pressure, 6 m cable, 
Supplied with 4 different nozzles.

WINDSTORM TENT PUMP 12V

Art. No.: ..................................... 590320
Volume: .................................... 2 L
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Twice as effective as a regular 
pump, Supplied with 3 different nozzles, 
For inflating and deflating.

DOUBLE ACTION PUMP

Art. No.: ..................................... 650820
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: For inflating tents, Suitable for 12V, Electronic setting of pressure 
up to 16PSI, LCD display for easy setting of pressure, Automatically stops at 
set value, 5 m cable, Supplied with 2 different nozzles.

SQUALL TENT PUMP 12V

HIGH PRESSURE TENT PUMP
Art. No.: ..................................... 650772
Volume: .................................... 2 L
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Smooth effortless action, One-way action on down 
stroke, 60 cm high for optimum user comfort, Sturdy aluminum 
shaft, Supplied with 4 different nozzles, Built-in pressure gauge 
to ensure right pressure, Max presure 2bar/28psi.

FO
R IN

FLATABLE TEN
T

TENT
PUMPS
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* Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends  
on the quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature.

LIGHTING
Lighting adds atmosphere as well as convenience and safety so Outwell 
options deliver a variety of solutions with innovative features for flexible use 
on site from area light to cooking and eating. From our ingenious Collaps 
lights flat-pack LED illumination to the inspired product developments in 
our Caph strip lighting pack, reliability, convenience and ease of use are 
clear priorities.

POLARIS

Art. No.:  ..................................  650762 Deep Blue

 650572 Cream White  
 650573 Lime Green  

Size: ............................................. 14.5 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 500 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. 6 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 15 hours*
Source: ..................................... SMD LED, 200 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650762 
Deep Blue

650572 
Cream White

650573 
Lime Green

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the 
button to dim the light, Dual hook for versatile suspension.

DORADUS

Art. No.:  ..................................  650757 Deep Blue

 650756 Cream White  
 650758 Lime Green  

Size: ............................................. 12 x 15 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 350 g
Pack size: .................................. 24.5 x 16 x 5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. 6 x AA (not included)
Burn Time:  ............................. 15 hours*
Source: ..................................... SMD LED, 200 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650757 
Deep Blue

650756 
Cream White

650758 
Lime Green

FEATURES: Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the 
buttom to dim the light, Dual function - table or suspended.
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LEONIS

Art. No.: ..................................... 650744 Deep Blue / 650745 Deep Blue - UK   
650561 Cream White / 650565 Cream White - UK  
650459 Lime Green  / 650491 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 10 x 15 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 330 g
Pack size: .................................. 5 x 15 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 8 Watt, 2900 Kelvin 300 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650744

Deep Blue
650745 - UK

650561

Cream White
650565 - UK

650459

Lime Green
650491 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button to dim the 
light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.

ORION

Art. No.: ..................................... 650760 Deep Blue / 650761 Deep Blue - UK   
650576 Cream White / 650580 Cream White - UK  
650577 Lime Green  / 650581 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 12 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 550 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Batteries:  ................................. MN21/A23 for remote control (not included)
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650760

Deep Blue
650761 - UK

650576

Cream White
650580 - UK

650577

Lime Green
650581 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V and USB, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to 
open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button 
to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable, Powered from 
2.0Amp USB, Remote control.

SARGAS

Art. No.: ..................................... 650763 Deep Blue / 650764 Deep Blue - UK   
650575 Cream White / 650579 Cream White - UK  
650462 Lime Green  / 650494 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 12 x 20 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 550 g
Pack size: .................................. 5.5 x 20 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650763

Deep Blue
650764 - UK

650575

Cream White
650579 - UK

650462

Lime Green
650494 - UK

FEATURES: With plug for 230V, Collapsible, Small pack size, Easy to open and 
fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down the button to dim the 
light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.
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LYRA

Art. No.: ..................................... 650809 Deep Blue / 650810 Deep Blue - UK   
650748 Cream White / 650749 Cream White - UK  
650811 Lime Green  / 650812 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 16 x 26.5 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 848 g
Pack size: .................................. 6 x 26.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 8 Watt, 2900 Kelvin 300 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650809

Deep Blue
650810 - UK

650748

Cream White
650749 - UK

650811

Lime Green
650812 - UK

FEATURES: Collapsible, With plug for 230V, Soft ambient light with spot light 
below, Small pack size, Easy to open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, 
Hold down the button to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.

MIRA

Art. No.: ..................................... 650813 Deep Blue / 650814 Deep Blue - UK   
650752 Cream White / 650753 Cream White - UK  
650815 Lime Green  / 650816 Lime Green - UK

Size: ............................................. 26.5 x 26.5 cm (HxDia.)
Weight:  .................................... 899 g
Pack size: .................................. 6 x 26.5 cm
Material:  .................................. Silicone
Source: ..................................... 10 Watt, 2900 Kelvin, 360 Lumens
Pieces per carton: .............. 10

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

650813

Deep Blue
650814 - UK

650752

Cream White
650753 - UK

650815

Lime Green
650816 - UK

FEATURES: Collapsible, With plug for 230V, Soft diffused ambient light, Small 
pack size, Easy to open and fold, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, Hold down 
the button to dim the light, Adjustable hanging function, 5 m cable.
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CORVUS 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650742     
650743 - UK    

 Fabric: ....................................... 100% polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 130 - 214 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 422 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 14 Watt, 1150 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50 cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and loop ties for 
flexible installation, 5 m cable, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, With plug for 
230V, Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.

CAPH 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650740     
650741 - UK    

Fabric: ........................................ 100% Polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 130 - 214 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 462 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 7W, 600lm, 2,700K, 7W, 250lm, amber light
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50 cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and loop ties for 
flexible installation, White light or amber light which is virtually invisible to most 
flying insects, 5 m cable, Integrated light dimmer 10 - 100%, With plug for 230V, 
Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.

CANOPUS 1200

Art. No.: ..................................... 650738     
650739 - UK    

Fabric: ........................................ 100% Polyester
Size: ............................................. 6 x 130 - 214 cm (WxL)
Weight:  .................................... 428 g
Pack size: .................................. 16 x 6 x 12 cm
Source: ..................................... 7 Watt, 600 Lumens, 2700 Kelvin
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Two 50 cm adjustable straps with hooks, hook and 
loop ties for flexible installation, 2.0Amp USB adaptor included, 
IP67 waterproof remote control, With plug for 230V and USB, 
Carrybag for transport included, Small pack size.
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Pegs, poles and guylines are the mortar that holds the bricks of happy camp life together. Securely 
pitching tents is essential for comfort so packing a few spares to cope with accidents, wear and tear 
is a sensible precaution for even the most experienced campers. Our range of hammers, mallets 
and peg extractor makes short work of pitching and packing away avoiding frustration with the 
right tool for the job.

AWNING 
UTILITIES  

Art. No.: .......................... 650440 7-5 mm   
650438 7-7 mm  

Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Connects your touring 
drive-away awning to the car.

TOURING CONNECT SET MAGNETIC BAND CONNECTER
Art. No.: .......................... 650437
Size: .................................. 270 cm
Pieces per carton: ... 10

FEATURES: Connects your touring tent to 
the car, Easy sliding onto tent, Attaches to 
car by magnet.

Art. No.:  ................................... 650434
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Steel hammer for hard ground, 
Safety wrist band, Wooden handle.

STEEL CAMPING HAMMER

Art. No.:  ................................... 650012
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Hanging function.

CAMPING MALLET 12OZ
Art. No.:  ................................... 650013
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Hanging function.

CAMPING MALLET 16OZ

Art. No.:  ................................... 650014
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Wooden handle, Hook.

WOOD CAMPING MALLET 12OZ
Art. No.:  ................................... 650015
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle, 
Wooden handle, Hook.

WOOD CAMPING MALLET 16OZ

Art. No.:  ................................... 650016
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Comfortable handle.

BLOW HAMMER 1.0 LB

Art. No.:  ................................... 650511
Pieces per carton:  ............. 10

FEATURES: Steel anchor peg – 2 pieces, Luminous plastic guyline peg – 4 pieces, 
Black plastic peg – 4 pieces, 4 m luminous guyline – 2 pieces, Peg extractor.

TENT ACCESSORIES PACK
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VERANDA POLE FOR AWNINGS 2.5 M
Art. No.: ..................................... 650780
Size: ............................................. 2,5 m
Weight:  .................................... 2 kg
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 80 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Telescopic pole.

VERANDA POLE FOR AWNINGS 3 M
Art. No.: ..................................... 650781
Size: ............................................. 3 m
Weight:  .................................... 2,5 kg
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 80 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Telescopic pole.

DRAUGHT SKIRT WITH STORAGE 
FOR CARVAN AWNINGS
Art. No.: ..................................... 650774
Weight:  .................................... 2,5 kg
Pack size: .................................. 20 x 60 cm
Material:  .................................. Durable PVC coated polyester
Pieces per carton: .............. 2

FEATURES: Storage pockets with mesh and zippers, 
Pegging points for different mounting heights, 
Durable material, Customizable to different widths.

SEAL BLOCKS FOR CARAVAN AWNINGS
Art. No.: ..................................... 650777
Weight:  .................................... 0,2 kg
Content: ................................... 4 pcs.
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 11 x 25 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: High density EVA foampads for 
Pole-free sealing system.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT DISCS 
FOR CARAVAN AWNINGS
Art. No.: ..................................... 650776
Weight:  .................................... 0,25 kg
Content: ................................... 4 pcs.
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 15 x 25 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 6

FEATURES: Easy to fit to air tubes.

UPRIGHT REAR POLE SET FOR AWNINGS
Art. No.: ..................................... 650823
Weight:  .................................... 1,7 kg
Pack size: .................................. 10 x 80 cm
Pieces per carton: .............. 4

FEATURES: Telescopic pole.



We are here for you!

AFTER SALES SERVICES
Social Media – Outwell is active and highly visible 
across all channels with a strong following of 
passionate fans and a high profile with influential 
bloggers. Interacting online continually with 
campers is demanding but rewarding in spreading 
positive messages, sharing developments and 
driving footfall.

Outwell.com – our lively website is enjoyed 
by campers for the latest product information, 
inspiration and entertainment. Offered in six 
languages, it is a truly international tool for dealers, 
retail staff and consumers that enjoys a strong 
following. Allied to our YouTube channel, it’s a great 
resource for building sales.

After-Sales Support – our commitment is to offer 
business support, resolve issues quickly and fairly, 
and to help you enjoy further commercial success. 
Returns can be quickly registered via the Dealernet 
using the online returns form, removing the need 
to download and complete a document by hand. 

Consumer shows and national bodies – 
exhibiting at national consumer shows raises 
our brand profile and offers the opportunity to 
spread the word about Outwell innovation and 
Scandinavian heritage. By working closely with 
organisations such as the UK’s Camping and 
Caravanning Club, we reach out to 100s of 1000s of 
active consumers.

Outwell Dealernet – provides our dealers with 
flexible access to a superlative B2B resource 
that includes product information and images, 
tent information displays and the tools to tailor 
individual needs whenever it suits. The Dealernet 
can be accessed via oase-outdoors.com

Follow us!
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